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RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOM
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right in your o'wn home for less than $25.00 a month.
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the most comprehensiveBible correspondence course available in
America.
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of the Bible,the major theologicaldoctrines, a broad range of electives,and
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Liberty Home Bible Institute
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dozens of illustrated textbooks, and
hundreds of pages of programmed
study notes.
Personalattention is given to your
progresswhile working toward your
diploma.
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waiting for: SolidBible khool Tmining,
right in your own home.
Sendtoday-without obligation-for
your freeinformationpacketor call our
Liberty line,
TOLL-FREE
1.800-446.5m0.
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Lynchburg,VA 24514
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Joshuo, I could feel the Spirit of the
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of Chnst n the poliution of Gods peo
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MoyGod helpuollto be holy os He
s holy.
Mrs Byrcnr T Tobor
Owens CrossRoods,Alobcnno
Rlght on tcrget.,.
Thctr-rkyou for the slrong conservotive position expressed in 'The
Lunatic Fnnge" (April) Edwcrd Dob
sons relection of the Fundcnrrentobst
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bel-reversto see this rrr Hs precious
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mogozlne ond I enjoy it very much.
I olso subscnlceto the Sword ol the
Lor4 which I enjoy After reodlng
whot Dr. Hutson hod to soy obout
your cnticle on "lsRepentcu-rcePcntof
the Gospelz'I went bock ond ccnefirl.Iy leod it ogoin After studyrng the
Brlclefor 35 yeors ond being o postor

"Does the Bible Reolly Teoch
Sepcrotion?" $lcrch) is the best we
hove ever seenwntten on sepcncrlion.
Dobson rsto be commended for o 1ob
scripturolly well done,

Missionaries,evang€lists,and lhose who must
teach iheir children al home. Now used in 68
countrie and the U.S. Easylo use.Academically
superior. Wrile for information.
Penscola Chrislianadmil5sludenlsol anv race.
oriqin.
color,andnalionalor elhnac
Box 18000, Station FJ-C
Pensacola, Florida 32523

Pensacola Chrtstlan School
'Ve

welcomeJour conrmmtsand will inclufu
them in our Letters to the Editor sectionas
space permits-subject to condensationat thz
discretion of thc editorial snff.
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"1
uffering knocks at everyone'sdoor sooner or later. It
comes in different forms, but eventuallv it comesto all
of us. Sometimeswe suffer becauseof our fallen naturei
or becauseofungodly people,or becauseofsatanic activity, or
the world system itself. Sometimeswe suffer from what other
Christians do to us, and sometimeswe suffer the just consequencesof our own sin.
Sin always has consequences. The eternal consequences
of the believer'ssinswereborne, once for all, on the cross,when
Christ becameour sin-bearerand our Saviour from sin's oenalty. Apart from the eternal consequences
of sin, it is sometimes
true that God deliversus from the earthly consequences
of our
sins as well. Not all of the bad things that could happento us
actuallyoccur; this is becauseof divine intervention.Someone
has said that God had only one sinlessSon, but none who did
not suffer.
In the sameway that God has linked together holinessand
happiness,so has He put together sinfulnessand suffering.Paul
wrote, "Be not deceived;God is not mocked: for whatsoever
a man soweth, that shall he also reap. (Gal. 6:7).
Suffering keeps us from sinning.The apostlePaul wrote:
"And lest I should be exaltedabovemeasurethrough the abundance of the revelations, there was given to me a thorn in the
flesh" (2 Cor 12:7).Theologianshave debatedfor cenruriesover
the nature of the apostle's"thorn," but there is no uncertainty
whatsoever about the reason for his infirmity. Before he
understood the divine purposefor this suffering,he askedthat
God would take it away. But when he realizedits purpose he
concluded: "Most gladly therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities" (2 Cor. 12:9).
Suffering makes us confess our sin. The Bible is verv
clear in its description of David's sin of adultery and murder.
David must have sufferedgreatly from feelingsof guilt. He wrote:
"When I kept silence,my bones waxed old through my roaring
all the day long. For day and night thy hand was heavy upon
mer my moisture is turned into the drought of summer"
(Ps. 32:3-4).Though David, when confronted by the prophet
Nathan, finally admitted to his sins, for the rest of his life he
struggledwith an unhappy household,rebelliouschildren-one
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sadnessafter a
two sonskilled. Sin

ghter being raped, and
\Tithout the suffernever turn ffom lt.

A loving father
aboveall, a mark of sonship.
him, he is immediatelyjoined

Suffering is,
asksChrist to save
family of God. "Now

Z:19).But lest we forget, the head of this household is our
heavenlyFather,who has laid down certain rules of behavior.
If these rules are ignored or broken, divine discipline follows.
The writer of Hebrews made this very clear: "My son, despise
not thou the chasteningof the Lord, nor faint when thou art
rebuked of himr For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth,and
scourgetheveryson whom he receiveth"(Heb. 12:5-6).Beware
of any teacher or leader who saysthat becausewe are Christians we can do anything we like and never worry about being
punished.God lovesus too much to let us get away with disobedience that disrupts harmony in His home.
When God punishesour disobediencein order to bring us
to turn from sins, it does not mean that we will then be less
fruitful in our work for him. In fact, it can mean the very opposite. \Uhen God has burned away the dross, or pruned the
unfruitful areasof our lives, it may mean that we are able to
produce more fruit.
Self.inflicted suffering is useless.Throughout history certain peoplehave been influencedby the so-called"cult of pain,"
those who believe that some spiritual good is derived from
FUNDAMENTALIST
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physical suffering. However, sdffering, in itself, has no value.
We should not seek it nor enjoy it. Self-induced suffering
becomesan instrument of Satan to produce spiritual pride. \Uhy
elsewould one inflict sufferingupon himself if not in an aftempt
to pay for some of his own sins, a sacrificeonly the sinlessSon
of God could make for us?There is only one Man whoseblood
was sufficient to pay for our sins, and that is Christ.
\ile suffer needlesslywhen we try to bear our own sins and
suffer for them ourselves.
Suffering purifies. When Job wassufferinghe remembered
somethingabout the way God works. He said,"But he knoweth
the way that I take: when he hath tried me, I shall come forth
as gold" (Job 23:10).
This universal principle of multiplication through purifica.
tion is seen in various areas.There are some flowers that will
not yield their perfume unlessthey are bruised.There is no diamond which is formed without the heat and pressureof the
earth upon it.
\Tilliam Penn once said: "No pain, no palm; no thorns, no
throne; no gall, no glory; no cross, no crown." We must
remember, when things are rough, that it is the rubbing and
tumbling of stonesagainst abrasivesthat bring out their luster
and shine. Talents rise out of adversities,not prosperouscircumstances.Kites rise only when going against the wind.
Peter wrote, "That the rial of our faith, being much more
precious than of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with
fire, might be found unto praise and honour and glory at the
appearingof JesusChrist" (1 Peter 1:7).
It fulfills the call to suffering. According to Peter, suffering might be considered a special calling. "For even hereunto were ye called: BecauseChrist also sufferedfor us, leaving
us an example, that ye should follow his steps" (1 Peter 2:21),
The idea of sufferingfor Christ's sakeis somethingthat could
easilybe misunderstood.Ve should never attempt to bring suf.
fering on ourselves,but clearly the Scripture showsthat when
suffering does come, it might be something God is allowing.
I doubt that any of us will ever be called on to do what God
askedHosea to do. None of us will ever feel the heartache he
was asked to endure in order to get acrossGod's message.A
brokenhearted lover as Hosea was could tell about a
brokenhearted God. whose wife Israel had forsaken him. But
remember it was God who asked him to become the object
lesson-it was not Hosea's idea.
I am always happy when I seeyoung people at missionary
conferencesdedicate their lives to servethe Lord. It is a thrill
to hear them say, "I now know that God has called me to the
ministry," or "During the recent missionsconference,I felt God's
clear call to serve Him in Africa."
Those of us a little older in the faith need ro remind these
zealousyoung servants of Christ that there is also the call to
suffer. While the Christian life is the most glorious possiblelife
here on earth, it is decidedly not the easiest.A battleground,
and not a playground, awaits us when we begin to serve the
Lord.
Suffering produces fruit. My experiencethrough many
yearsof seeingGod at work in the lives of others has been that
the stronger one's call to suffer, the more productive one's
ministry becomes.The two seemdirectly and inseparablyconnected.One of the most fascinatingbooks in my library is about
the lives of Christian hymnwriters and the storiesbehind their
ruNE 1984

poery and music. It is no accident,I believe,that many of our
most beloved hymns have poured forth from lives that have
undergoneimmeasurablepain.
H.G. Spafford wrote the words to "lt Is \7e11with My Soul"
aftersendinghis family aheadof him to Europe.He wasto follow
two weeks later. The ship sank and his four children were
drowned. Mrs. Spafiord, who was rescued,sent him a cable,
"Saved alone." Shortly before he lost his family, he had lost
almost everything he owgredin the Chicago fire. Out of great
tragedyand personalsufferingcameforth words that have comforted millions.

Aaonleground,
andnoto
owoitsus when
Ployground,
we beginto servethe Lord,
P.P. Bliss,who composedthe music for "lt Is Well with My
Soul," took a train with his wife for Chicago shortly after he
had finished it. They were going there from Buffalo, New York,
to conduct the music for a seriesof meetings to be held in
Chicago.A bridgegaveway near Ashtabula,Ohio, and more
than one hundred people on the train were killed. P.P. Bliss,
someonereported, could have been saved,but he stayed with
his wife, trying to free her from the wreckage,and both of them
were swept up in the flames.
Suffering will someday be over. Some things continue
forever. Peterwrote, "The word ofthe Lord endureth for ever"
(1 Peter 1:25).The name of God abidesforever (Ps.72:17).God's
glory is eternal(Ps.104:31).Other things can be addedto this
"everlasting" list, but the suffering of the saints is not one of
them!
Throughout the Scriptures we are given such promises as
"For his angerendureth but a moment; in his favour is life: weep
ing may endure for a night but joy cometh in the morning"
(Ps.30:5).
Isaiah wrote, "The days of thy mourning shall be ended"
(Isa.60:20).
Paul wrote, "For our light affliction, which is but for a
moment, worketh for us as a far more exceedingand eternal
weight of glory; while we look not at the things which are seen,
but at the things which are not seen:for the things which are
seenare temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal" (2 Cor. 4:17-18).
In the Book of Revelation, the swollen sea is dramatically
and decisivelystopped.The last recorded tears of the believer
are found in Revelation 5:5, when the elders say: "Weep not:
behold, the Lion of the tribe of Juda, the Root of David, hath
prevailed." !ile seethe last of them in chapter 21: "and God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes;and there shall be no
more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be
any more pain: for the former things are passedaway" (Rev.

2l:4).
Adapted by permission ftom wln
Vhearon, Illinois.
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Megatrends and the Ghunch
ln the Decadeof Destiny
lvin Toffler, in his best-sellerThe Third Wave,argues
that a new civilization is emergingaround us, He states
that the world has undergonerwo great wavesof social
upheavaland that in the 1980swe areon the vergeofthe most
revolutionary upheaval yet. The first wave was the agricultural
revolution, which later gave way to the iridustrial revolution.
Now the industrial revolution is giving way to a new information agethat is "tearing our familiesapart, rocking our economy,
paralyzingour political systems,shatteringour values"and is
in fact "the deepestsocialupheavaland creativerestructuring
of all time" (p.10).In this time of political,social,and economic
instability, the church must stand abovethe milieu, and through
proclaiming a messagethat transcendsthe changing wavesof
society,point the way through an uncertain firture. \ile can no
of truth
longer ignore the culture around us. We have a message
that will set men free.
To adequatelyaddressour transitory culture, we must have
a basicunderstandingof the monumentaltransformationsthat
are already in effect. John Naisbitt, in his current best-selling
book Megatrends(\Tarner Books, 1982),identifiesand describes
l0 major trendsthat arein essence
the substanceof Jbffler'sThird
Vaue. How do thesetrends affect and apply to the mission and
purposeof the church?The suggestions
cited arenot exhaustive.
Rather, they are given to stimulate further contemplation as we
forgeour way into the fi.rture.\Thether we chooseto ignorethese
trends or resistthem, they will clearlyhave a dramaticimpact
upon the church.
From an Industrial

Society to an Information

Society

Description: The launching of Sputnik in 1957 introduced the age of global communication,and the advancesin
computer technologyproducedwhat Harvard sociologistDaniel
Bell called the postindustrialsociety.The trend is away from the
production of goods and toward the managementof information. The American worker has evolved from the farmer of the
Agricultural Revolution, to the laborer of the Industrial Revolution, to the clerk of the Information Revolution. Knowledge is
increasingat such a rate that by 1985"the volume of information will be somewherebetween four and seventimes what it
was only a few yearsearlier" (p.24).
Application: In a society with increasedemphasison the
professions,young pastorsmust continue their educationon the
graduate and seminary level.
lo

The information society will demand a generationof scientific and technologically literate high school and college
graduates.Estimates show that becauseof deficienciesin the
public school system, "about one-third of our youth are illeducated,ill-employed, and ill-equipped to make their way in
American society" (pp.31-32).The growing Christian school
movement has an unprecedentedopportunity to educatethis
new generationof scientific leadersthrough legitimateacademic
programs that emphasizescienceand mathematics.
From Forced Technology to High Gch/High

Touch

Description:
The more society is made impersonal by
technology, the more people will compensateby wanting to be
with others. This human reactionto impersonaltechnologywill
precipitatea "high tech/high toucn"'trend. Describingthis trend,
Naisbitt writes: "Our responseto the high tech all around us
was the evolution of a highly personalvalue systemto compensatefor the impersonalnature of technology.The result wasthe
new self-helpor personal growth movement, which eventually
becamethe human potential movement"(p.40).He notesthat
as computer utilization increasedin the schoolsystemsthere was
a concurrent emphasisabout "reviving religion in the schools
or about teachingvalues"(p.47).
Application: In a masssocietythat is further impersonalized
by technological progress,churchesmust provide the personal
touch. The earlier phenomena of large adult Sunday school
classeswith one teacher may be replacedwith smaller classes
providing the high touch.
The daysof massevangelisticefforts and door-to-doorvisita.
tion may not be conducive to providing a personaltouch. The
community Bible study that givesopportunities for closesocial
interaction may be a more effectivemeans of reaching people.
From a National

to Long,Term

Description: "It is remarkable how willing American,
businesspeople are to make the current quarter look better at
the expenseof the future, to sacrificethe future to,make this
year'sbottom line a little more attractive or lessembarrassing"
(p.i9). This is now beginningto change.Corporationsare now
interested in long-rangeplanning to produce long-term goods
and servicesand thereby provide long-term employment for their
JUNE1984

From Centralization to Decentralization
Description: This trend awayfrom centralizationto decentralization is most clearly identifiable in the political arena.The
power has shifted from the federalgovernment to the state and
local level. "Local communities are tackling difficult problems and achievingsolutionswherethe federalgovernmentwith

I"

omdsssocietyimpersonalized
by technology,
churche.s
mrast
providethe personaltouch,

Economy to a World Economy

Description: The daysof American dominancein world
economicsare over, Even Japan,which replacedAmerica as the
world's leading industrial power, is being challenged by
Singapore,South Korea, and Brazil. In fact the "twenty fastest.
growingeconomiesfor the period 1970-1977
wereall Third \7orld
countries" (p.61).These economic shifts in the balanceof power
will produce a world of interdepe4dentcommunities.Economic
,urvival will be predicatedupon forging new relationshipswith
the Third World, which represents75 percentof the human race.
Application: The global economicindependenceof nations
could provide new doors of missionaryopportunity. The Third
'World,
with its impoverishedmultitudes, must be reachedwith
a relevant spiritual and social message.Bilingual Christian
educators,scientists,computer analysts,and businesspeoplemay
have unlimited opportunities to share their faith and thereby
effect change.
From Shortlbrm

people.In the educationalworld, scholarsare discussinglifelong
learning and adult education.
Application: This new trend may signala revival of general
education with the undergraduatecurriculum. "If you specialize
too much, you may find your specialitybecoming obsolete in
the long run. As a generalist,committed to lifelong education,
you can changewith the times" (p.96).Christian collegesshould
capitalizeon this trend by ensuring their constituents a broadbasedliberal arts education.
The church should addressthe need for lifelong learning.
In the past our evangelisticpriorities have tended to emphasize
the short-term goal of conversion.\ilithout losing our fervor we
must add the dimensionof teachingand discipleshipand in so
doing be cognizant of our long-term obligation to spiritual
maturity.

its vast but clumsy resourceshas failed" (p.102).There is a boom
in rural living and for the first time since 1820,"rural areasand
small towns are pulling ahead of cities in population growrh"
(p.126).
Application: This trend toward decentralizationmay inhibit the fi.rturepotential of national media ministries. !ilith a
renewedemphasison the neighborhood, each church must be
sensitive to the particular distinctives of that community.
Methodology will vary by church and community.
From Institutional

Help to Self,Help

Description: In recentyearsdisillusionmentwith the ability
of governmental agenciesand schoolsto adequatelysolve the
problemshas precipitatedthe rise of a new self-helpmovement.
This trend is evident in the health food and fitness boom, the
self-helpalcohol and weightJossgroups,as well as the growing
emphasison home schools.Through the self-helpprogramspeople reclaim control of their own destinies.
Application: The church can stepin wherethe government
has failed. For instance,to solve the problems of hunger and
poverry, the church can provide both food and clothing to needy
families as well as medical and dental servicesthrough the
donated time of church members. Self-help groups should be
formed to assistdivorcedpeople,alcoholics,and other hurting
continuedon page 65
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he Ascension is the dividing
Iine between the Christ of
history (birth, ministry, death,
and Resurrection) and the Christ in
heavenwho now ministersto Christians.
Paul describesthat line, "Yea,though we
have known Christ after the flesh, yet
now henceforth know we him no more"
(2 Cor. 5:16).
The Ascension involvestwo steps:He
was receivedup into heaven,and He sat
down at the right hand of God. Gchnically, these are called His Ascension
and His Session.
The historical narrative of the Ascension is barely mentioned in the Gospels
(Mark 16:19,Luke 24:31),not becauseit
is unimportant but becauseit would have
emphasizedthe importance of the termination of His earthly life. Obviously
the emphasisis on the continuation of
what Christ began on earth. The main
referenceto the Ascension is given at the
beginningof Acts, emphasizingit as the
gatewayto Pentecostand the point from
which Christ sent the Holy Spirit to the
church.
The Ascension is describedby Luke,
"until the day in which he wastaken up"
(Acts 1:2).Next he describesthe Eleven,
"while they beheld, he wastaken up; and
a cloud receivedhim out of their sight"
(Acts 1:9). Then llke describes the
Ascension. "Whom heavenmust receive
until the times of restitution of all things"
(Acts 3:21).StephensawChrist, "\ilho is
gone into heaven, and is on the right
hand of God" (1 Peter 3:22). Paul adds,
"He that descendedis the samealso that
ascendedup far aboveall heavens"(Eph.
4:10), and then, He was "received up
into glory" (1 Tim. 3:16).The writer of
((a
Hebrews notes that Christ was great
high priest that is passed into the
heavens" (Heb. 4:14), and Christ
"entered. . , into heavenitself, now to appear in the presenceof God for us" (Heb.
4.74\

The Ascensionshould not have come
as a surprise to the disciples.Jesushad
predicted: "What and if ye shall seethe
Son of man ascend up where he was
before?"flohn 6:62). "I go to my Father,
and ye seeme no more" (John 16:10)."l
ascendunto my Father,and your Father;
and to my God, and your God" (John

20:17).
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The word drcendcomesfrom the Latin
word ascenditwhich implies "the going
up" of the Son of God. But the Scripture
alsonotes"He was taken up]'as though
the Ascension was an assumption.The
first implies Christ entering the presence
of the Father in a triumphant display of
power and majesty.The secondemphasizesthe Father'sact, who is exalting His
Son and putting heaven'ssealof approval
on all that Christ did on earth. The first
revealsChrist as the sinlessman who is
able to ascendinto heaven on His own
righteousness
€s. 24:3).The secondis tied
to the kenosiswhere the Son who is

IT

Ihe glorificotionof
Christ innotely
inuolvesurhoHe is
and whotHe hos
occomplished.
perfect, yields to the Father who exalts
Him into heaven.
When JesusascendedHe went beyond
the earthly atmosphere.Paul notes the
plural for heavens:He "that ascendedup
far above all heavens"(Eph. 4:10).The
author of Hebrewsobservesthat Christ
"passedinto the heavens"(Heb. 4:14)and
was "made higher than the heavens"
(Heb. 7:26).The Eleven sawHim go into
heaven (singular,Acts 1:9);perhapsthis
is only describingthe disciples'point of
relerence.
'When
Christ enteredheaven.He was
the triumphant Son of God who now was
given "the glory [He had with the Father]
beforethe world was"(John 17:5).But He
was not simply the restoredSon of God
who was returning to take up where He
left off when He came to earth. Christ
returned as the eternalGod.man; He was
eternally joined to flesh.He wasnow the
man in the glory (Heb.7:24-28),with a
new priestly ministry of intercessionand
advocacy.
After the Ascension, Christ entered
the presenceof the Father and became
seatedat His right hand. Jehovahfurther
assuresChrist that in the future He will
have completevictory over His enemies.
The author of Hebrews describesthis

scene, "!7e see Jesus. . . crowned with
glory and honour. . . from henceforthexpecting till his enemies be made his
footstool" (Heb. 2:9; 10:13)
The picture of Christ sitting is one of
rest and calm.Just asGod restedafterHis
six daysof work in Creation (Gen. 2:Z),
the Son rested after His work on earth.
There were no chairs or furniture on
which the priest could sit in the Gbernacle, becausehe was there to work, to
carry out His work of atonement. On
Calvary, Christ finished His work of
atonement, Now as the prototype, He is
seated in glory. To the overcomersHe
promises"l will grant to sit with me in
my throne, even as I also overcame,and
am set down with my Father in his
throne" (Rev.3:21).
The Nature of the Ascension
The disciples who witnessed the
Ascension of Christ probably did not
completely understand what they were
seeing, for it involved more than His
physicalreturn to heaven.There are five
different aspectsof the ascension.
The end of self,limitation.
Technically called the kenosis,the self.
limitation of Christ ended at the Ascension.JesusChrist in the fleshwasthe omnipotent God who spokethe world into
existence(John 1:3;Heb. 11:3),yet during His earthly life and ministry He chose
not to exercisethat power (John 18:36ff;
Acts 10:38).JesusChrist in the fleshwas
the omniscient God who understood all
the intricacies of our immenseuniverse,
yet during His earthly minisrry there were
somethings He chosenot to know (\4ark
13:32).JesusChrist in the flesh was omnipresent, meaning He was everywhere
present in the vast universe, yet during
His time on earth He chose to limit
Himself to the confinesof a human body
flohn 1:14).At the Ascensionof Christ
these self-limitations were ended.
The Tiansfiguration
of Christ.
The celestialglory that Jesushad from the
beginning wastemporarilyhidden during
His earthly life. As Jesusapproachedthe
Cross, He prayed, 'And now, O Father,
glorifu thou me with thine own self with
the glory which I had with thee before
the world was" (John 17:5).\Uhen Jesus
hung on the crossHe looked forward to
the glorification of Himsel( "Today shalt
thou be with me in paradise"([lke 23:43).
The glorification of Christ innately involves who He is and what He has
t2

accomplished.PeoplerecognizeHim and
worship Him, giving honor and worth to
the Son of God. The transfiguration of
Christ involves the celestial (shining,
bright, illuminated, etc.)appearancethat
He gives.
At the Ascension, Christ was both
glorified and transfigured. "Wherefore
God also hath highly exalredhim, and
given him a name which is above every
name" (Phil. Z:9).Whereasthe previous
glory of Christ in heavenwasdependent
upon His person,this added dimension
of glory is based upon His completed
work. He was transfigured,in that when
John sawChrist on the Isleof Patmos,he
saw Him in all His glory (Rev. 1:13J8).
The exaltation of Christ. Closely
relatedto His glorification wasthe exaltation of Christ to His new position of
authority as the God-man. Peterquoted
Psalm11011
in his message
on the day of
Pentecost,emphasizingChrist's Resurrection. Then he concludedby pointing out
the lordship of JesusChrist, "Therefore
let all the house of Israelknow assuredly,
that God hath made that same Jesus,
whom ye have crucified,both lord and
Christ" (Acts 2:36).The apostlePaul also
cited the Ascensionof Christ asthe Doinr
of His exaltation."WhereforeGod also
hath highly exaltedhim, and given him
a name which is aboveevery name" (Phil.
2:9).Those around His throne cry out,
"Worthy is the Lamb" (Rev.5:12).
The entrance of humanity into
heaven. Jesuswas the first man to enter
heaven with a glorified body. At His
Ascension,He becamethe man in the
glory (Heb. 7:24-28).The first to enter
God's presencewithout dying wereEnoch
and Elijah(Gen.5:24,2 Kings2:11).
But,
Christ's entrancewas first in glory and
in priority becauseof its significance.
The beginning of a new ministry.
\ilhen Jesusascendedinto heaven,He did
not ceasefrom His labors, but added a
new ministry. On earth Christ finished
His task of dying for the salvation of the
world (John 19:30),but now He livesfor
the saved as their intercessor and ad.
vocate. As an intercessor lesus is con-
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tinually mediating for Christians (Heb.
7:25), becoming their advocate before
God (1John 2:l). As such,Christ forgives
the sin, based on His sacrifice,and
restoresthe Christian after he sins.
The Results of the Ascension
of Christ
Everything Jesus accomplished impacts the life of the believer.As a result
of the Ascension of Christ, Christians
have a number of benefits for a fulfilled
life and successfirlservice.
The sending of the Holy Spi4it.
Christ ascendedto heavenand provided

from on higli' (Luke 24:49).On the day
of Pentecost,the disciplesreceivedthis
spiritual power to witness. The power was
continuouslypresentin their lives asthey
continued to be filled with the Holy
Spirit. The Christian does not need ro
pleadfor the Holy Spirit becausehe is indwelt with the Holy Spirit. The Holy
Spirit is availableto those who yield and
obey (Rom. 6:11-17).
The Christian does
not need more of the Holy Spirit; the
reverse is true. The Holy Spirit needs
more of the Christian.
The pneparation of a heavenly
home. The Ascension involves Christ's

B rrouse
of theiridentificationwithChrist,
Christiansare roisedup ond stondbeforeGod
os coportakers
in theAscensi
on of Christ.
the ministry of the Holy Spirit for the
church. Jesuspromised,"NeverthelessI tell
you the truth; It is expedientfor you that
I go away:for if I go not away,the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I
depart,I will send him unto you" (fohn
16:7).This promisewasagainrepeatedby
Jesuson the last recordedmeeting with
His discipleson the day of His Ascension
(Acts 1:5).After they tarried in the upper room, the Holy Spirit camein mighiy
power upon the disciples(Acts 2:1-4).Today the Holy Spirit lives in all Christians
(1 Cor. 6:19),giving them the ability to
live for God (Gal. 5:25).
The giving of spiritual gifts. Vhen
a person is savedhe not only receivesthe
Holy Spirit he alsoreceivesspiritual gift(s)
(1 Cor. 12:11,l Peter4:10).Spiritual gifts
weregiven initially by Christ. "'When he
ascendedup on high, he led captivity captive, and gavegifts unto men" (Eph. 4:8).
These spiritual abilities were given after
the Resurrection/Ascensionwhen the
Holy Spirit was made available to the
church in generaland to believersin particular. Spiritual gifts are abilitiesthat the
Holy Spirit givesto Christians to serve
the lord and edifu the church.
The imparting of spiritual power.
At His Ascension, Christ promised
spiritual power to His disciples.He instructed them to "tarry ye in the city of
Jerusalem,until ye be enduedwith power

preparation of heaven for Christians.
Jesussaid,"ln my Father'shousearemany
mansions:if it were not sq I would have
told you. I go to preparea place for you"
Qohn 14:2).Jesusascendedto His Father's
house, to prepare a heavenly home for
those who believein Him.
The standing of the believer. God
"hath raisedus up together,and made us
sit together in heavenly placesin Christ
Jesus"(Eph. 2:6). Becauseof their identification with Christ, Christians are
raised up and stand before God as copartakers in the Ascension of Christ.
The Ascension Provides Answers
There is very little Scripture on
Christ's Ascension. \ilhile only one
reference is needed to verify its
truthfulnessand importancefor theology,
the little spacegiven to this docrrine confirms God's priority toward the truth that
not His exit, but His death is efficacious.
However,if the Ascensionwerenot mentioned at all, many questions would
linger. \ilas the Atonement fully acceptable to the Father,or doesthe sinner still
need to do good works to please the
Father?Vhat will happen to the Christian at death?\ilhere are those today who
havedied in Christ?But theseand other
questionsare answeredby the Ascension
and present Session of JesusChrist in
glory.
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There is no way to talk about divorce
and remarriagewithout briefly discussingthe basic principles
of marr.iage.Apart from such a backdrop,the biblical view of
divorce and remarriageis difficult to see.
What Is Marriage?
Contrary to much contemporarythought and teaching,marriageis not a human expedience.
It wasnot devisedby man as
a convenient way of sorting out responsibilitiesfor children, and
so forth. Instead,God tells us thar He Himself established,instiruted,and ordainedmarriageat the begrnning
of human history
as the foundational elementof all
human society(Gen. 2-3).Before
T-r
there was (formally speaking) a
church, a school, a businessinstituted, God formally instituted
marriage, declaring "Therefore
shall a man leave his father and
his mother, and shallcleaveunto
his wife: and they shall be one
flesh" (Gen. 2:24). Society itself in all its forms dependson
marrlage.
Further, marriageis not an institution designedro propagate
the human race.While God has ordained that procreationmust
be carried on as one duty in marriage, and only within marriage, procreation is not the fundamental feature of marriage.
Marriage must not be equated with sexualrelations.A sex.
ual union is not to be equated with the marriageunion. Marriage is a union that implies sexualunion as a central obligation
and pleasure(1 Cor. 7:3-5),true, but sexualunion does not
necessarilyimply marriage. Marriage is different from, bigger
than, and inclusiveof se><ual
union, but the two arenot the same.
In the Bible, marriage is describedin terms of companionship. ln ProverbsZ:77,for example,we are told that the strange
woman "forsaketh the guide [companion] of her youth, and
forgetteth the covenant of her Godl' The word translated "guidej'
or companionsignifies a close,intimate relationship, and that
is exactlv what marriagecompanionshipis. A companion is one
with whom you are intimately united in thoughts, goals,plans,
effiorts(and, in the caseof marriage,in bodies).For both, then,
entrance into marriage should mean the desire to meet each
other's need for companionship and to eliminate loneliness.
The marriageunion is the closest,most intimate of all human
relationships. Two people are able to so interpenetrate one
another's lives that they become one. a functioninq unit,

What Is the Scriptural Teaching on Divorce?
Contrary to someopinions, the conceptof divorce is biblical.
The Bible recognizesand regulatesdivorce; therefore, Christians must do all they can to understand it and to teach what
God, in His Word, saysabout it.
There are some,nevertheless,who conclude that the Bible
makes no provisions for divorce, but only condemns and denounces it. They would lead one to believe that Scripture says
nothing positive about divorce.
God hates divorce. But He neither hates all divorcesin the
sameway nor hates every aspect
of divorce. He hates what occasions euerydivorce. He hates the
results that often flow to
children and to injured parties of
divorce. And He hates divorces
wrongly obtained on grounds that
He has not sanctioned.However.
it is noteworthy that in those lists
of heinoussins(1 Cor. 6:9-10,Gal. 5:19-21,
Rev.22:15,etc.)not
once is there mentioned the sin of unlawfirl divorce.

E-rrn thoughall divorces
are theresuhof sin,
not ell diuorces
are sinful,
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The Concept of Divorce
How did divorce begin?No one knows. Although divorce
is recognized,permitted, and regulatedin the Bible, unlike marriage, it was not instituted by God. It is a human innovation.
Jesus'commentson divorcereinforcethis conclusion.Instead
of speakingof divorce as part of God's order, He specifically
recognizedit as constituting a change:"but from the beginning
it was not sol' and then it was only becauseof the Jews'hard
heartsthat Moses allowed divorce (Matt. 19:8).To allow for (or
permit) a practice is not the same as originating, establishing,
or instituting it. \i7hat one "permits" is already in existenceas
a concept or a practice.
ln biblical times, a divorce was a formal, legal act whereby
the covenant of companionship was repudiated and dissolved.
continuedon page 18
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The Permanence of Marriage
The wedding is one of the most
.t
a
\ \-r
beautiful and-meaningful rituals the church practices.\ilhere
did it originate?lWhat are the underlying principles behlnd itl
Marriage by its very naturc of oneness and unity and perr manenceprovidesus with an illustration of the oneness,unity,
Our understanding of marriage principles begins with the
and permanencethat exists in the body of Christ. That truth
fact that God createdman and woman as personal, rational, and
comes into clear focus in Mark 10:8-9. After rebuking the
moral beings possessingintellect, emotion, and volition (Gen.
Phariseesfor their handheartedinterpretation of the Mosaic law,
2:19-70;3:6-7).The uniquenessof man giveshim a specialopportunity to fellowship with God and a specialresponsibility
Jesusquoted Genesis 224. |n Matthew's account of the same
to obey His commands. It also provides him with the ability
conft,ontation, the kibitzing Phadseestried to chdlenge the clear
word of Christ by putting Moses on the spot. In essencethey
to relate on a deep level with his female counterpart.
were saying,"But Mosesallowed it" (Matt, 19:7),Christ's reGod gavemankind a stewardshipwith authority over all the
joinder should slow down the
earth and establisheda husbandand-wife team as a way to carry
most avid divorce advocate.
out this responsibility. One pur"Mo6esbecauseof the handnessof
pose for marriage is to "be fruityour hearts suffered you to put
away your wives: but from the
ful and multiply, and replenish
beginning it was not so" (Matt.
the earth' (Gen. l:28). It was
l9:8). To recognizedivorce as an
God's intention from the beginning that man and woman in
option is tantamount to admitting
hardness of heart because of an
their physicalunion be fruirful in
unwillingness to hear God's Wond
the production of children.
or heed God's will. God's Word declaresthat marriage is perGenesis 2:18 and 20 state another purpose for marriagemanent, The marriage covenant is permanent, with
companionship, 'And the Lord God said, It is not good that
no exceptionsin fine print. God does not provide us with an
the man should be alone . . . but for Adam there wasnot found
escapehatch or a loophole in the laws of matrimony.
an help meet for himl'Man neededa companion.
The role of helper is not one of servitude, but rather of
Divorce
significance and fulfillment. Man had a need, and God deDivorce is a major social problem today. America has more
signed the woman to carefirl specifications,making for Adam
than 1.6million divorced citizens.But while the social trend is
a perfect counterpart. Then God, as Father and Creator, brought
not surprising, the great concern today is the compromising
her to the man (Gen. 2:22).
tendency of the church. Those who allow divorce and remarln discoveringthe purposesof God in marriage,the bottom
riage are criticized for being too loose, and those who do not
line is the covenant of marriage given in Genesis 2:24 and
repeatedby Christ and the apostlePaul(Matt. 19:5,Mark 10:7-8, allow them are accusedof being legalistic and uncaring. B\t no
amount of theological juggling or exegeticalgymnastics can
Eph. 5:31).The covenant involved three things:
remove the clear fact that the preponderance of biblical data
Separation,"Therefore shall a man leavehis father and his
teachesclearly that God's best is one man for one woman until
mother. . . "
death.
Unity and perfionence:" . . . and shall cleaveunto his wifel'
Paul's reiteration of the Lord's teaching concludes, "Let not
Intimac-y:'And they shall be one flesh."
the wife depart from her husband: But and if she depart, let
her remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her husband: and
let not the husband put away his wife" (l Cor. 711011).This is
The colwnn is ints^dedto profi'otegreau mAustanding of thc views
and to prwide anrreslss with infonnatirrr
without question, the ideal that God has declaredin His \Uord.
ad theirbiblical fuemises
Neither view shaulAneceswrill
\(hat then gives rise to the less strict view of divorce and
thel needto make theirutm dccisions.
be couidered the fficial positionof the magaTine.
continuedon page 19
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Divorce Among Believers

partner
if thereisa maniage
inbetween.

Consider first what Paul
says to believers married to
believers: 'And unto the married I command, yet not I, but
the [ord, Iet not the wife depart from her husband: But and
if she depart, let her remain unmarried, or be reconciledto her
husband: and let not the husband put away his wife" (1 Cor.
7:1011).The basic,twofold command is that neither the Christian wife nor the Christian husband may divorce one another.
Paul continues, "But and if she depart . . . " The command not
to separateby divorce stands; but (Paul says)if the wife disobeys
this command (and presumably,this holds for the husband too)
and doesdissolvethe marriageby divorce, she must remain unmarried so that she will be in a position at all times to repent
and be reconciled to her husband. lf she marries another, she
pushes her disobedience one step beyond and gets herself into
an irremediable situation (cf. Deut. 24:14).
Even when a sepanrtionby divorce occurs as the result of
disobedience,that divorce breaksthe marriage.The grounds may
be illegitimate; the divorce itself is not. Believerswho wrongly
separateby divorce are said to be "unmarried." This point appears in all the Scriptures. Just as a marriage is made by covenantal, conmcrual agr€ement,so too is it dissolvedby the break
Jay E. Adams is dean ol tlv Chistian
Counselingand Educational Fanndation's Institute of Pastoral Strdies, Philadclphia, Pmnsyluania, and director of aduanced stu.dies,
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ing of that agreementin divorce. It is quite wrong, then, to speak
of divorced parties as "still married in God's sightl'
Divorce Among the LJnequally Yoked
It is one thing to contemplate divorce with a believer
(cf. I Cor. 7)-there are resources(the Word and the Spirit) of
which both parties may avail themselves.There is, therefore,
hope for that marriage and every reason for insisting upon
reconciliation.
A believer contemplating divorce with his/her unbelieving
There
spouseis an entirely different situation (cf. I Cor. 7:12-16).
cannot be the sameinsistenceon reconciliation; the samesort
of hope does not exist. And, indeed, we do not seePaul requiring it.
Rather than commanding the believer not to divorce his unsavedpartner regardlessof what happens, he requires something
less:he (or she) must not divorce a partner who is willing to
make a go of their marriage. Indeed, the believer is told to do
all he/she can to hold the marriagetogether for the sakeof the
unbelieving partner (hoping he/she will come to know Christ
through continued association with the believer) and for the
sakeof the children (who if taken out of the believer'scare would
be counted and treated as Dagans,ie., "unclean"). But if, after
all has been done by the believer to prevent it, the unbeliever
doesnot agreeto go on with the marriage,divorce is an acceptable alternative(v.15).So then. where there is no aqreement
continuedon page 20
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Counterpoint
shall put away his wife, and marry another, commirteth adultery
continuedfrom page 17
againsther" (Mark 10:11).The Preteritiveview does not permit
remarriage,
remarriage?
The debatehas centeredaround three basicissues:
The Betrothal Vierp-This view claims that Christ's exo The meaning of the divorce permissionin the Mosaic Law
ception clause(Man. l9:9) allowed for the breaking of an engage(Deut. 24114).
ment in the caseof a violation of the betrothal terms by the
o The meaning of Matthew's exceptionclauses,"exceptit be
immorality of one party, previous to consummating the actual
for fornicatiorf' (Matt. l9:9); "saving for the causeof fornicamarriage.
tiorf'Matt. 5:32).
The argumentsin favor of this position have merit. When
o The meaning of Paul's"exceptiorf in I Corinthians 7:15.
one understandsthe binding nature of betrothal in the time of
These issueshave been the hub of theological debate through
Christ, and the clear recognition of the need for a "divorce" to
the centuries, giving rise to five major views.
break the engagement(asillustrated by Mary and joseph in Man.
The Patristic View-Church
Fatherswere unanimous in
l:18-20),one can readily seethat this interpretation is possible.
their understanding that Christ and Paul taught that if one were
The Consanguinity Viav-This
view, defended admirably
to suffer the misfornrne of divorce, remarriage was not permitin Carl Laney's book, The Diuorce Myth, holds that Christ
ted, regardlessof the cause.
usedthe wordporneia in the specializedsenseof the prohibited
The only reasonableexplanation for the disciples'r€action
degreesof consanguinity and affinity in leviticus 18:618.Hence
to Christ's words in Matthew 19:10was that Christ was nor
a divorce would be allowed in the extraordinary circumstance
following the arguments of the rabbinical schoolsof either Hillel
of being married to a near relative. Apart from this circumstance,
(divorce and remarriage allowed for any trivial reason) or
Shammai (divorce and remarriageallowed in casesof adultery),
continuedon page 20
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Point
continuedfrom page 18
by the unbeliever to continue the marriage (w. 12-13),but a
desire to dissolveit, the Christian must not stand in the way.
Paul usesa permissiveimperative: "I-et him departl'This is a
commandl it is the one instance in which divorce is required.
The Exceptional

Clause

ln Matthew chapters5 and 19Jesusmade it plain that there
is one ground on which believers might divorce a spousefornication (or sexualsin). In this case,however,no requirement
to divorce the other is laid down.
Contrary to fears of some today, who think that allowing
divorce for fornication is a seriousloosening of Christian morals,
Manhew saw the effect of the inclusion of this exceptional clause
in exactly the opposite light. Note the reaction of the disciples
(who were probably representativeof others in their society):"His
disciples say unto him, If the caseof the man be so with his
wife, it is not good to marry" (Maa. 19:10).Obviously, the
responseby the disciplesindicatesthat the one.and-only exception, in their culture at that time, would be taken as a severe
restriction upon divorce practices.
Though some equate adultery and fornication, it is altogether
wlong to do so.Frequentlyone hearsthe exceptionalclausemisquoted: "exceptfor adulterersl'But that is wrong. In both Mat.
thew 5 and 19, Jesus'permissionto divorce a spouseis based
on the violating act (sexualsin, porneia)not its effect(adultery).
Why doesJesusfocuson the act?BecauseHe wants to cover
all the possibilities.Fomication co\r'ersincest, bestiality, homosex.
ualiry, and lesbianismas well as adultery. To speakof adultery
only, might tend to narrow the focus too much.
Some erroneously teach that sinceJesusused the word /or.
nication,He was speakingabout sexualsin during the engage.
ment period, not after marriage. But this view stems from a
seriousmisunderstandingof the biblical useof pomeia.The idea
that divorce is allowed after engagement,but not after marriage,
cannot be sustained.In fact, Jesusand the Phariseeswere not
discussingengagementbut marriage.The engagementtheory
has no support in the Scriptures.
Remarriage after Divorce
In I CorinthiansT:27-28we read:'Art thou bound unto a
wife?Seek not to be loosed.Art thou loosedfrom a wife?Seek
not a wife. But if thou marry, thou hast not sinnedl' There are
severalparticulars regardingthis passagethat should be noted:
The word translated "loosed" in both instancesis the same
word, luo. To be loosed(released)from a wife in the second instancemust mean what it does in the first or the intended contrast that is set up would be lost. It is plain that divorce is in
view in both instances.Clearly, when Paul saysthat one must
not seekto be releasedfrom a wife he doesnot mean by death!
The releasein view c:ln mean only one thing-release by divorce.
So too, the releasein the second instance must refer to release
from the bonds of marriage by divorce.
Paul allows for the remarriageof those releasedfrom mar.
riage bonds, even in a time of severepersecution when marriage,
in general,is discouraged(v.28).And, to boot, he affirms that
there is no sin in remarrying. The position of those who hold
that under no circumstanceswhatever may a divorced person
20

remarry, is totally unwarranted. There can be no doubt about
it, the Bible allows the remarriageof some divorced persons (not
those in view in Maa. 5 and 19, etc.).
That is what I Corinthians 7:27-28teaches,and the principle fully accordswith I Corinthians 7:15in which one who is
divorced according to biblical provisions stated there is free and
no longer bound. If he is free, he is free to remarry, but only
"in the [ord' (l Cor. 7:39).
We must assertthat what God has cleansedno man must
call unclean. Christ is bigger than our sin-even our sin of
adultery and divorce. We minimize Christ when we speakand
act as if this were not so. \?hile we do not minimize sin. we
must always maximize Christ and the power of His Cross.
Adapted ftom Mam4ge, Divw
Publishing Company.
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Counterpoint
continuedfrom page 19
divorce would not be permitted. As for remarriage,Jesusindicates
by His commentsin Matthew 19:12that a person who divorces,
or is divorced (even on legitimate grounds), is considered a
eunuch. Hence, remarriageis never permitted.
In our opinion this is the correct view. While many only give
it cursory attention it has wide support in scholarly circles.It
was the most likely meaning of.pomeia to a first-century Jew.
There is evidence in the Dead Sea Scrolls that the term was
usedthis way.In Acts 15:20,29,the Jerusalemcounselexplicitly
prohibited sexual intercovse (pomeia)with close kin, further
indicating this usagewas not unusual in apostolic times. FinaIly, pomeia is used in I Corinthians 5:1 in an unmistakable
referenceto an incestuousrelationship.
Hence, the exceptionclausein Matthew 19:9anticipatedthe
possibility of a next-of-kin marriagethat might be legal in one's
culture, but inconsistentwith the plan of God. ln this instance
divorce was allowed; however,remarriagewas expresslyforbid.
den in any case.
The argumentsin favor of the Consanguirrity view are strong
enough that those dealingwith the divorce/remarriageproblem
feel some need to discussthem. But it is disappointing to see
them cast the view off as untenable with only cursory comments
since, in fact, it has wide support in scholarly circles.While it
is not without its difficulties (as is true of all five positions), it
does have much to commend it.
Happiness Is. . .
Wanda was a product of the radical 1960swhose tumul'
tuous marriageended in divorce and whosehusband remarried.
What now is in store for her?
This was Wanda's question after God had restored her
spiritually. lf she wanted to nvlrry at 21, she would have no problem finding a husband. But now she was being disciplined by
an older woman who was trained in the skills of Titus 2:3-5.
She gaveWanda an assignment-to study severalBible references
on marriageand divorce and seeif she could discern what God
wanted for her.
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foolish, that lhey may be wise.
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tnls apparent contradiction of
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Trong you seemethto be wise in
this world, let him become a fool,
that he may be wise. For the
wisdom of this world is foolishness
with God" (1 Cor. 3:1&19).
The apostle was not depreciating
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way the scandal
of Christ

crucified can be made compatible with the wisdom of the wo.ldl
&
. course, if somehow the cross could
be taken out, then it would not
be
so offensiveto human sensibiliry
(cf..Gal. 5:11).The honible
spec-tacle of^Calvary-that awful sight
of the Son of God nailed ro ihe
nee-is the scenefrom which the
proud shrink in horror.
Ta-lkingabout Jesus'great ethical
teachingand even exalrins

His exemplary life is acceptable,but insistenceupon the necessiryof His vicarious
death for our salvation is more than the
egocentricminds of men and women can
stand. It jerks off the mask of selfrighteousness,and shows just how far we
have sunk in degradation and shame.Yet
God, in His infinite love, is seenwilling to
bear the wrath of His own law by taking
upon Himself that which was due us all.
This revelation comes as a jolt to
those who seek to earn God's favor
through human virtues.No wonder the
moralisticJewsrejectedit. The Crosswas
a "stumblingblock" to their religion of
good works. And it was held in no less
contempt by the philosophicGreekswho
worshiped the noble aspirations of
mankind (l Cor. 1:23). ln their lofty
idealism,they could not conceiveof God
becoming involved in the dirty affairsof
His creation;and if He did, He would not
do so in humiliation and shame.
But to the broken and contrite who
bow before the Cross in repentanceand
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that you

will set the iobdone.
faith, the very thing that makesHis death
so distastefulto the wisdom of men makes
it, "the power of God, and the wisdom
of God" (l Cor. 1:24).lndeed,the blooddrenched hill of Golgotha becomesthe
eternal witnessof God's forgiving grace.
The late Charles Berry once told of
the inadequategospelhe preachedat the
beginning of his ministry. Like many
other young men with a liberal
theological training, he minimized the
atoning nature of Christ's work and
looked upon Christianity essentiallyas a
way of being a good person.
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During his first pastoratein England,
late one night while sitting in his study,
he heard a knock. \Uhen he opened the
door, there was a Lancashire girl, with
a shawl over her head and clogs on her
feet.
"Are vou a minister?"she asked.Getting an affirmative answer,she went on
anxiously, "You must come with me
quickly; I want you to get my mother in."
Imagining that it was a caseof some
drunken woman out in the streets,Berry
said,"You must go and get a policeman."
"No," saidthe girl, "my mother is dying,
and you must come with me and get her
in-to heaven."
The young minister dressed and
followed her through the lonely streets
on a journey of a mile and a half. Led
into the woman's room, he knelt beside
her and began to describethe kindness
of Jesus,explaining that He had come to
show us how to live unselfishly.
Suddenly the desperatewoman cut
him off. "Mister," shecried, "that's no use
for the likes of me. I am a sinner. I have
lived my life. Can't you tell me of
someonewho can have mercy upon me
and save my poor soul?"
"l stood there," saidDr. Berry, "in the
presenceof a dying woman, and I had
nothing to tell her. In the midst of sin
and death, I had no message.In order to
bring somethingto that dying woman,
I leapedback to my mother'sknee,to my
cradlefaith, and told her the story of the
Cross, and the Christ who was able to
save unto the uttermost."
Tears began running over the cheeks
of the eagerwoman. "Now you are getting at it," she said. "Now you are helping me."
And the famed preacher,concluding
the story, said, "l got her in, and blessed
be God, I got in myself."
That is what the gospelis all about.
Though it will not meet the approval of
the worldly-wise, witness to the blood,
the all-sufficienttruth that God so loved
this world that He gave His only begotten son, that whosoeverbelievesin Him
shall not perish but have everlastinglife.
Recognize,however, that more than the
messagewill be held in disdain by the
world.
The "foolishness of preaching" as
Paul phrasedit (1 Cor. 1:21),is a folly
even more pronounced when the
preaching is not refined "with enticing
words of man's wisdom" (l Cor. 2:4, c{.

1:17). lf only there were a more
sophisticated communication system,
perhaps the deployment of angels with
their supernatural media gifts, then the
method would excite more respectfrom
the world. If, though, earthlings have to
be used. at least let them be learned in
the arts of elocution and homiletics.
But Paul alsoobserved,"How that not
many wisemen after the flesh, not many
mighty, not many noble are calledl'
Rather. "God hath chosen the foolish

Norrro I man cannot
fothomthe Spiritof
God mokingordinory
peopleinto
of
ontbassadors
heouen,
things of the world to confound the wise;
and God hath chosenthe weak things of
the world to confound the things which
are mighty; and the base things of the
world, and the things which are despised"(1 Cor. l:2628). God has not paid
much attention to the world's expectations in calling His servants.And since
every believeris a ministering priest, that
includesus all.
This is what Paul is saying to the
church. You do not have to be a
superstar to do the Lord's work. A
seminarydegreeis no assurancethat you
will get the job done either. ln fact, most
peoplewho are really out there working
for God have never seenthe inside of a
theological school. \Torldlings would
describe them much as they did the
early apostles,"unlearned and ignorant"
(Acts 4:13).Natural man cannot fathom
the Spirit of God making ordinary people into ambassadorsof heaven. Yet our
effectiveness
is directly related to the way
we understand our priesthood. If it is ever
imagined that the ministry excludes
anyone who comesto Christ-however
unpromising the person may appear to
be-we can be certain that the notion
does not reflect the wisdom that comes
from above.
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Paul does not say that all of the wise
and mighty miss God's calling; he only
notes that "not many" respond (1 Cor.
1:26).Clearly some of the most astute
and erudite people in society are found
within the ranks of the church, and their
gifts are being wonderfully usedby God.
But why are there so few?
The answercomesquickly: "That no
fleshshould glory" in the presenceof God
(1 Cor. 1:29).Since the redeemedhave
no boast except in Christ, who "is made
unto us wisdom, and righteousness,
and
sanctification." He alone should be
glorified(1 Cor. 1:30-31;cf. 3:21).Any
good thing that does not ascribe its
being to Him becomesa detriment to the
purpose for which it was given by God
and can actually becomethe undoing of
that person. No one is immune to this
danger. Indeed, the temptation to conform to the wisdom of a fallen world mav
be stronger now than before.
\7hat finally appears so foolish,
however, is the dedication expected of
those who bear the gospelmessage.One
can give creedal assentto the messageeven become a witness of the gospeland still be acceptable to the popular
mind, as long as the claims of Christ are
not taken seriouslyas a mandate to live.
\iUhen believers go all the way to the
Cross, denying self in obedienceto the
will of God, the world brands them as
fools.
Paul understood what that decision
meant. for he had been ridiculed and de.
meaned as a wide-evedfanatic. He knew

Wt o, oppears
so
foolishis the

dedication
expectedof
thosewho bearthe
gospelmessoge,
by his fearlesswitnessthat he was "a spec.
tacleunto the world" (1 Cor. 4:9).Nevertheless,he wanted it clear that he was a
"fool for Christ's sake" (1 Cor. 4:10).
The stigmaof following his Lord thus
became a characterization that he accepted with dignity. Reproach, depriva.
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tion, and persecutioninflicted upon him
by the world only made him exclaim, "l
am become a fool in glorying" (2 Cor.
12:71cf. 2 Cor. 11:16).\fhat can the
world do with a person like that? At
most, they can only kill him. But Paul
already reckoned himself crucified with
Christ so what did he have to lose?The
life he lived was not his own; he belonged

"Hris

no foolwho

giueswhothe cannot
keepto goinwhothe
c&nnotlose,"

to Christ, and he knew that nothing
could ever separatehim from His love.
That is the kind of dedication that
createsa problem for the Devil and those
in his bondage. It setsthe prisoner free
and puts within the heart a song that
nothing can take away.
Many of us rememberthe account of
those five missionarieswho were killed
several years ago while they were seeking to make contact with the Auca Indians in Ecuador. What grips me most
about the incident was an interview a
reporter had with the widows. "Why
would God permit this to happen?" he
asked. "After all, were not the men on
an errand of mercy?"
One of the wivesquietly replied,"Sir,
God delivered my husband from the
possibility of disobedience."
The call of Christ is not to protect our
life, but to lose it. Only in giving
ourselvesfor His sake can we find that
life which knows no fear, that life which
flows with joy unspeakableand full of
glory.
Jim Elliot, one of the five missionaries
who werekilled wrote in his journal, "He
is no fool who giveswhat he cannot keep
to gain what he cannot lose."
Not long before he left on the fateful
mission that ended in death, Jim had
discussedwith his wife the possibility of
not returning. "If God wants it that way,
darling, I am ready to die for the salvation of the Aucas."
Such confidencein the face of death
startles this do-as-you-please
age of self-

indulgence. It is so unlike the accepted
norm.
Such actions made the apostolic
Christians more than conquerors.
Throwing caution to the wind, they
lived like those who already reckoned
themselves
to be dead,deadto sin, dead
to the world, but alive unto God.
\Uould that this samekind of foolish
abandonmentto Christ would characterize
Christians today. During this graduadon
time, there needs to be a fiesh reminder
that the work of God already has an ample supply of those who are smart, many
who are brilliant; but the need is for more
fook-fools for Clvist's nkz.
"Let no man deceivehimself. If any
man among you seemethto be wise in
this world, let him becomea fool, that

u

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
knowledge:but fools despisewisdom and
instruction.
-Proverbs 1:7
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ike the swallows return to
Capistrano, every summer kids
I
flrd their way to one of the
.LJ
thousands of summer camps. Ranked
with the yearly birthday party, the first
day of school, and the family reunion, the
time spent at camp each summer is anticipated for months and remembered for
a lifetime as an important part of growing up. Like one enormous party, camp
seems to be seven solid days of fun.
Parents look at camp as a time when
children will make new friends and begin
new experiences.For the camp directors,
T

T*,

spentopert

from the world
quicklybecomes
a
timeof self,
exeminotion.
a long list of goals starts to become a reality as the cars and buses and suitcases
and screaming, squirming kids begin to
assemble on opening day.
To some, all of this may seem much
ado about nothing. But Moses understood. Cod had taken the people from the
filthiness of a godless Egypt to be alone
with Him in the wilderness of Sinai.
There "Moses brought forth the people
out of the camp to meet with God"
(Exod. l9:17).The ancient Greeks often
used camping as an opportunity to
develop health and fitness. The history
of American camping begins in the early
days of the Civil Var, when boys at a
school in Connecticut were delighted to
find their organized school program included two weeks of wilderness camping
experiences. Today over 12,000 resident
and day camping programs throughout
the nation lure the hearts of youngsters.
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Vhat makescamping so specialand such
an important part of young lives?
Being Outdoors
Camping is simply living outdoors.
Although many campsiteshave grown
from basic tents to cozy log cabins and
city-like dorms, the first attraction of
camping is its setting. God placed man
in the garden for fellowship and growth.
For some reasonman still feelsclosestto
God when enjoying the beauty of His
creation.
In the typical image of camping, the
summer breezes whisper through the
woods and across a beautiful lake that
shimmersin the sun. But effectivecamp.
ing may also take place in the freezing
temperatures of a winter snow. The
peacefulnessof the outdoors offers that
neededtime for people to be alone with
God, experiencing the fullness of His
creation.
Jack !7yrtzen, founder of Vord of Life
campsin New York, tells of meeting hundredsof Christian leadersthroughout the
world who made major decisionsaround
the campfire at Vord of Life Island.
\Tyrtzen has found that over 80 percent
of all Christian leaders tell of a lifechanging evening at a campfire
somewnere.
One fourth-grader best explained
campingwhen he said, "Sleepingunder

modern imagesof high schoolersclimbing a summit in a wildernessprogram and
families spending a vacation together in
a family camp. Camps with various
themes and well-designedgoalshelp make
summer more than just a vacation for
campersof all ages,shapes,and sizes.
Organizing young campersinto closely
graded age groups allows for better par.
ticipation in a variety of activities.
Children get to be with old friends, and
make new ones, awayfrom the pressures
and problems at home. Usually children
return better prepared to face the
challengesof their routine at home.Gens
enjoy growing and competingwith other
teens,and the friendshipsmade at camp
often last a lifetime.
Children and teensfind an opportunity to improve their self-imageand gain
confidenceasthev learn and masternew
skills.Familiesoften rediscovereachother
at camp where the clan can relax in the
outdoors and fellowship together, Hun.
dreds of beautiful campsiteshave been
establishedjust for Christian families,providing opportunities for recreation,Bible
studies,and listening to Christian music.
The Purity of the Camping
Experience
A unique bonus of camping is the
controlled environment. Leadershiocan

party, the
Ront, d with theyearlybirthday
first dayof school,andthe familyreunion,
the time spentat compes,ch
summeris
anticipoted
for monthsondremembered
for a
lifetimeoson importantport of growingup,
the stars and hearing the crickets just
make you feel at homel'That at-home
feeling givesGod the oppornrniry to commune with us as we leavebehind hectic
schedulesand the normal distractionsof
life.
People of All Shapes and Sizes
The traditional picture of freckle-faced
children going to camp is being joined by
JUNE1984

direct activities to ensure that campers
have ample opportunity to find new life
in Christ. Even the most faithful Chris.
tian getstired of the daily routine. Christian campsoften become retreats,in the
truest senseof the word, to those who
look forward to getting away from the
pressuresof everyday life.
Fun times at camp draw crowds and
burn off energy,but the scriptural prin-

ciples taught and modeled by godly
leaders soon begin to influence the
campers' way of thinking and feeling

((Srurp
ingunderthe
stdrsand hearingthe

cricketsiwt makeyou
feelat home!'
about themselvesand even about God.
A counselorwho earnsthe hearts of the
girls in her cabin will model biblical
preceptsthat are soon copied and never
forgotten.
The Purpose of the Camping
Experience
Vhat happens at camp?There must
be something more than a friendly vacation that allurespeoplehundredsof miles
to a primitive campsite.Time spent apart
from the world, with other people, in a
setting designedbV God Himsef quickly
becomes a time of self-examination.
Camping allows God to help us grow
mentally, physically, spiritually, and so.
cially. For some, this growth seals the
scriptural truths in a type of individual
revival. For others it is a time of giving
oneselfto Christ.
Camping must always be an important ministry of the local church because
at camp, as at no other place,people leave
their customary lifestyles to experience
something completely different-an important decision made, new confidence
gained, or spiritual strength renewed.The
differencemakesChristian camping a tool
that God can useto shapeus into people
who are like Himself.
Everyonewho ever went to camp expected something great. But what happens at a Christ-honoring camp is often
more than anyone ever dreamed.Camping can be a time to begin personal
change,making spiritual growth possible.
Just asChrist took Peter,James,and John
"into a high mountain apart by
themselves"(Mark 9:2) that they might
seeHis true glory, our Lord can show us
His greatnesstoday if we will stop what
we are doing long enough to look. !
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hristian camps and con,
ference csrt€rs have played
an integral role in the lives of

-

thc$ane of childrcn' yqmg people,
years
and
-\F\xariotrs frmilies. Dovrn thrrqrgfr tlre
key ingredierrs have helped
prcduce an affnocpher€wtrere campers
.-ciarl relax, learrr, er<ercise,play, and
grow spirinrally. Acrw the Unit€d
Stat€s' in sorne of the rnoct beautifrrl
settinSF,camp6 minister ttrwgh dif,
fererrt rneansard rnethods Below are
just a few campe and conference
c€rrtersthat provide a vd array of op
portuniti€s. For a rnore compretrensive
look at hurdre& of camps contact
Christian Camping Intemational, P.O.
Illnois 6O187.
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Hiawatha
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National
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CA
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TYPE
center,
daycamp,
famlly
camp,resident
camp,
felreats,
trips/travel
retreats
summer
camo.

craftshops,
snack
shops,
game
room,lake,etc.

horseback
riding,
rockclimbing,
snow
activities,
swimming,
teamsports,
waterskiino.
soccer,
swimming,
basketball,
skitsand
stunts,
Ping.Pong,
volleyball,
football,
wind
surfing,
kayaks,
etc.

camp,tamilycamp,
Summer
'etreats

wilderness
Summer
camp,
camp,
'etreats,
conference
center

45-acre
lake,athletic
fields,
pool,
snack
shop,
etc.

gummer
winter
camp,
camp,
fetreats,
conference
center,
family
camp

snack
shop,craftshop,game
room,mockstore-front
town,
archery
range,
basketball
erc.
couns,
pool;
andBBrange;
archery
Indian,
snack
shop;
western,
andpioneer
museums;
athletic
fields.
rodeo
area.etc.

summer
camp,familycamp,
rekeats

summer
camp,
family
camp,
day
camp,
conference
center,
rekeats
gummer.resident,
daycamp,
juniorBible
computer
camp,
irstitute
resident
retreats,
camp,
school
camps,
seminars,
wilderness
family
camping,
camp

family
sumrner
camp,
camp,
retrsats,
center,
c.oiforence
park
h,ayal.trailer
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boating,
canoeing,
waterskiing,
swimming,
games,
team
hiking,
Pingsports,
arcade
pool,
Pong,
hayrides,
bonfire,
bumper
skits,
volleyball,
etc,
basketball,
canoeing,
waterskiing,
swimming,
waterslide,
teamsports,
snowactivities,
pool,
Ping.Pong,
etc.

horseback
riding
andhorsemanship
training,
swimming,
teamsports,
tetherball,
bucking
ponydriving,
banel,
hiking,
overnight
kail
rides.
rodeo.
etc.
range,
meeting
rooms, boating,
archery
canoeing,
crafts,
hiking,
pool,tennis
andbaskelball
horeseback
riding,
sailing,
swimming,
watercourts,
craftshop,snack
skiing,
windsurfing,
fieldgames
skeet,
and
etc.
shop,
soorts,
etc.
pools,
ponies,
twoswimming
basketball,
dollyderby,
crafts,
playground,
craftshop,snack swimming,
teamsports,
skits,Biblequiz,BB
guns,archery,
shop,petting
zoo,etc.
olympics,
etc,

soccer
andfootbail
fields,
volleyball
andbasketball
1O-acre
lake,activity
courts,
center,
craftshop,etc.
lake,pool,tennis
courts,
rooms,
meeting
snack
shops,
ganeroom,sportsflelds,
petting
zoo,etc.
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boating,
sailing,
swimming,
sports,
miniature
golt,waterskiing,
ralting,
white"water
waterslide,
horseback
riding,
etc.
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n 150A.D.Justin Martyr of Rome wrote: 'All who live in
the citiesor in the country gather togetherin one place,
and the memoirsof the apostlesor the writings of the prophets are read for as iong as time permits. Then, when the reader
has ceased,the overseer instructs us by word ofmouth, exhorting us to put these good things into practice. Then we all rise
together and prayl'
Justin Martyr was describing what Jude called a "love-feast]'
or a "feast of charityl'where the early followers of JesusChrist
gathered together to show sensitivity to each other's needs, to
sing the songs of the redeemed, and to make known the good
news of the gospel and the eternal life that it offered.
The spirit of these early meetings carried over into nineteenthcentury rural America in a unique phenomona called the Camp
Meeting. JessCarr, in his book The Saint in the tVildemess,painrs
a word picture of one such gathering in "a place where he could
almost whisper from the top of one grassyknoll and be assured
that his voice would carry without loss of volume or tone to
the most distant hills.
"The worship shed was simply a huge wood-shingled roof
supported by vertical log posts. The openness was welcome during the summer months, and even if the nights turned cool,
the heat of religious fervor was so great that the ventilation was
greatly appreciated. Thick oak slabs with pole backs provided
seating, and sawdust, or straw, lined the aisles.
"The families came from many miles around. The men
prepared bedrolls while the women hung sheetsas partitions for
drcssing areas. Other family members would be unpacking
wagonloads of ant-proof locker boxes of meats and vegetables,
which would feed all of their family and twice as many more.
The packing would not havc been so hurried that the family's
dog-eared Bible was forgotten, nor would they neglect the camp
custom of greeting other participants with short Bible verses,
long ago committed to memory.

"The buglewasblown by the campbuglerpreciselyat 6 a.m.,
which meant that all arise,wash,have breakfast,tidy up, and
f there was time left over, study the Bible diligently. The bugle
nded again at 9 a.m. for the beginning of prayer service in

Barry J. Holohan is staff euangelistwith
Vord of Life, SchroonLake, I'Jew York. He is
(tuthorof The Parrot's Perch.

all tents and cabins. Again it was
worship serviceof the day.Twice
at the 3 p.'m.serviceand againat 7
"Music drifted out upon rhe hi
a second chorus, an echo that was
to sing!"

Vhile Christians in rural A
Meetings,urbanAmericansmet in
the outpouring of rhe power of God.
Northfield Bible Conferencein
Lake in Indiana weretwo of the most
startedby the immortal Dwight L.
birth. Openedin 1886,it wasa satelliteto
and the Mount Hermon Schoolfor Bovs.
well launchedSol Dickey beganthe Winonri
on the shoresof a lonely lake lying in the
farmland.
Moody, Alexander, Chapman, Dickey,
through the discordsof life they heard the
built sreat tabernaclesand conferencecenterst
by which tens of thousandsof boys and girls
the formativespanfrom youth to maturity . . . br
ried untold multitudes to eternal iov.
Today, while Northfield srands empty, famil
physicaland spiritual refreshmentat Winona Lake.In
Wyrtzen laid the groundwork for a Bible Conference
Schroon Lake, New York. The youth camp has
Ranch for children, a Ranger Camp for junior high
children, an Island for senior high school and collegeand
teenagersand young adults, a rrailer park for campers,
luxurious inn and conferencecenrer.
The "worship shed"is air-conditioned,the seatsare
no more bedrollsand sheetedpartitions.The rooms are
tized. The basinsare gone; there are whirlpool baths in

place. The temperature of the indoor swimming pool is con- '

trolled, the tennis courts carefirllytended,the gardensand laWdSr
t...,
manicured.
manicured.
,1.,..t
Through the centuries, the meeting places may have
changed,but the message
remainsconstant.God is worshiped
and Christ is preached,and the message
capturesindividual men
and women to remind them of the New Jerusalem. . . the City
of God, eternal in the heavens.
All acrossthe nation Christian camps are offering similar
environments, where beiievers can enjoy the most

venienceswhile they study God's
and enjoy wonderfi:l
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certain pastor had an all-tooprevalent attitude toward the
pastorateand the ministry. He
thought that since the pastor is "God's
anointed]' he should be allowed to do
essentially whatever he wants in the
church. Parishionersreally do not have
a right to question his actions, because
God has put him in the position of pastor.
Consequently,he ran his church as a dictator. Board memberswerehandpicked by
the pastor and were under his thumb.
Church financeswerehandled entirelyby
the pastor and his handpicked treasurer,
and werekept secretfrom the peopleand
even from many membersof the church
board. Since the pastor perceived the
church as his, whenever things did not
go quite his way, he accusedsomeoneor
some group of trying to undermine his
ministry. All of this might have worked
exceptthe pastor also grosslyneglectedhis
pastoralduties.After the church endured
enough of this treatment, the pastor had
to leave. But as he left, he split the
church.
This scenario,common in today's
churches, stems in part from a lack of
awarenessof and obedienceto the biblical
concepts of a pastor and the ministry.
However,Paul'steachingsin responseto
the problems at Corinth offer a corrective to these problems.
ln I Corinthians 3 Paul addressesa
major problem in the church at Corinth.
ln the first three versesPaulpoints to the
spiritual immaturity of the Corinthian
believers,and then he illustratesthat immaturity by their responsestoward those
who had ministered in their midst. Two
rival factionshad arisenat Corinth. Some
of the peoplewerePaulites,offering their
allegiance to their church's founder.
Others were Apollosites, foliowers of a
minister who had been most influential
in the growth of the church. Paul at.
tempts to settlethe disputeby reminding
the people of the nature of the ministry
and the nature of the office of pastor in
particular.
John S. Feinberg ls
associateprofessorof
biblical and systematic
theologl,Trinity
EvangelicalDiuinity
School,Deerfield, lllinois
He lwlds a Ph.D. from tl:r Universitl of
Chicago.

First Paul suggestsin verses5 and 9
that a proper understanding of the office
of the pastor and the work of the ministry
teaches us that ministers are only instruments. ln verse 9 Paul teachesthat
ministers work with God and He empowers them. Verse5 explicitly statesthat
the minister is God's instrument-i"!?ho
then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but
ministers by whom ye believed, even as
the I-ord gave to every man?" Paul
classifieshimself and Apollos as nothing

more or lessthan ministers,servants,attendants. Notice, though, that Paul says
it was by them that the Corinthians had
believed.He doesnot mean that the Corinthians weresavedby Apollos or himself.
Rather, he is emphasizingtheir function
as instruments in the salvation of those
who believed.But, instruments in whose
hands?Certainly, not in their own hands,
but in the [.ord's.
Paul'sresponseis most instructive. He
does not criticizeApollos. Nor does he
tell the people to follow him, becausehe
is an apostleand Apollos is not. Instead
of asserting himself as a dictator, Paul
reminds the people that Apollos and he
are nothing more than instruments for
God's use.In fact, all pastorsare.Whether
they do a poor job or a good one, they
are still instruments. Some are better instruments than others becauseof better
training, deeper spiritual walk with the
Lord, or greaterwillingnessto be used as
an instrument. Nonetheless,all pastors
are instruments.
There are important implications of
this principle. As an instrument, the
pastormust not be the focus of attention
in the church. The One using him must
bel Any church or any pastor who places
the attention and limelight on the pastor,
rather than on the lord who useshim,

is as foolish as a person who walks away
from a concert and praises the violin
while ignoring the violinist!
A secondimplication of this truth is
that ministers are always dispensable.
Anything that is an instrument can
alwaysbe discardedand replaced.Some
are harder to replacethan others because
they arefiner instruments,but no instrument is indispensable or irreplaceable.
This doesnot mean that a church should
seekto rcmove a pastor at will. God places
the pastor;let Him removehim. However,
no pastor should ever think he is so important that if he leaves,the church will
fall apart, nor should he threatento leave
if he does not get his way. Likewise,no
church should be intimidated by such
threats. No body of believersshould
become so attached to its pastor that if
the Lord should lead him somewhereelse,
the people would be ready to close the
doors of the church. Instruments are
replaceable!
Paul'ssecondresponseto the problem
at Corinth wasto remind the peoplethat
ministriesare God's. In verse 9 Paul pictures the ministry as a field where God
is working through His laborers,and then
he speaksof the ministry as a building
with God as the master architect and
master builder. Paul saysthat both the
field and the building belong to God.
Ministers are not to ffeat their churches
as their possessions.
They are merely
God's instruments to be caretakers.
But God owns the ministry. In verse
5 Paul saysthat God gave to each man
his ministry. Obviously, Cod cannot give
what He does not possess.Therefore,
ministriesmust belong to God. No pulpit
committee,deaconboard, congregation,
mission board, or past6r should think
they give the minister his ministry.
Ministries belong to God, and He
sovereignly places ministers where He
wants, when He wants, and for as long
as He wants.
Ministries are God's as well, because
God produces the increase. "l have
planted, Apollos watered;but God gave
the increase"(v.6).The first two verbs in
the Greek text indicate activity at a point
in time, whereasthe third verb indicates
continual action beginning in the past.
Paul is sayingthat he and Apollos came
on the scene at specific times and performed their f.rnctions in the church, but
all along God was working in and
through that ministry to bring increase.

God alone produces such fruit. The
minister and his people can appreciate
that God producedthe fruit throughhim,
but they must never boast that the
minister personally produced the fruit.
Paul's third reminder to the Corin.
thians is that ministers are rewarded
by God. Paul says, "Every man shall
receive his own reward" (v.B). Each
minister has his own ministry, and each
receiveshis own reward. Though Paul
doesnot stateit explicitly in this passage,
the thought is that the One who gavethe
ministry to the servant also gives the
reward.Ministers are ultimately accountable to Him. As Paul savs in 2 Corinthians 5:9-10,ministersare going to give
account to the l-ord someday, and thus,
they should labor to be acceptedof Him.
Any minister who tries to pleasehis congregation rather than God is indeed
foolish, especiallyif he thinks his real
reward is from those whom he serves.
God is the true rewarder.This does not
mean that whatever a congregationdoes
to show appreciationis unwanted or unnecessary.Nor does it mean the pastor
should ignore the wishesof his people.It
only means that both the minister and
his flock must recognizewho the true
rewarderis. If a pastor truly pleasesGod,
he should be pleasingto his congregation.

In verse8 Paul also explainsthe basis
of rewardl'according to his own labouri'
Ministers will be rewardedfor the work
they have done. Those who have labored
faithfully, diligently,and with self-sacrifice
can expect the greater reward. Focus is
placed on the labor done, not on the
qualifications of the laborer, nor on the
results of the labor.
How sad that the view of so many
pastors and churches on this matter is
continlrcd on page 48
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even know how it happen dl' said John. "The kiss,
l-t
I mean. Bur when it
did . . . \fell, perhaps, you won't believe
this-I wasjust amazed!-it simply seemed
so good, so right, that I knetl we had to
go on together. Betty felt the sameway.
It was what love and marriage are all
aboutl'\7e werediscussing,or ratherJohn
was, his pending divorce from Sue, who
had now left town with the children, and
his intention of marrying Betty. Knowing my fondnessfor Sue,John had drawn
me into a desertedcorner at the club to
say how sorry he was about her and to
explain. Now he looked at me earnestly
and, with a light punch on the arm of
his chair, he said, "It's the one thing I'd
like you to understand: that it seemedso
good and right. That's when we both
knew we'd have to get the divorce. \fe
belonged together."
I do not recall what I said. I suppose
I said that I quite understood. And in a
way I did, or at least I was beginning to
glimpse something. I was remembering
somealmost identical words a few months
before.A former student of mine, Diana,
had come to seeme. She had read a book
I'd written about my owrl marriage,and
she was,I think, troubled at what I might
be thinking of her divorcing Paul. He was
ffa"n't
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a rather gentle lad who had been quite
shatteredby the sudden loss of his wife
and little girl. I heard later that he had
quit his job and joined the navy. "It
wasrlt Paul'sfaultj'Diana said."It wasjust
that it felt so good and right with Roger
that I knew it would be wrong to go on
with Paul when I love Roger.You can tell
when something is right."
That feelingof goodnessand rightness:
both Diana, Paul'swife, and John at the
club had invoked it, and becauseof it
they believed themselves justified in
breaking up the marriagesto which they
had vowed to be faithful. On the other
hand, John's wife, Sue, and Diana's hus.
JUNE1984

band, Paul, both ofwhom perhaps had
trusted their mates'promises,almost certainly felt no goodnessand rightness at
all in what had happened, though of
course they were not in a position to
judge their spouses'feelings.
Yet Diana at
my houseand John at the club had both
urged that goodnessand rightness with
evident sincerity. And they were decent
people, not at all the sort who understand only farmyard relations. They
wanted me to understand that thev
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would not have done it-broken their
vows and brought pain to their spouses
and children-if something(they did not
ask what) were not telling them it was
meet and right so to do. They were, in
fact, invoking a higher law: the feelingof
goodness and rightness. A feeling so
powerful that it sweptaway-swept away
in an instant, according to Johnwhatever guilt they would otherwise have
felt at being commitment breakersand
whatever uneasinessthey felt about the
children. And it wassomethingthey did
not expect-a feeling that surprisedthem.
A feeling so powerful and unexpected
deservesexamination.
Divorce, to speak moderately,is not
uncommon in l7estern society, even
among Christians. But how should it be
otherwise in a society dedicated,not to
duty or reasonor God but, increasingly,
to pleasure and above all to sexual
pleasure?A spouse'sfalling in love with
somebody else is, to be sure, not the
only causeof divorce, but it is certainly
one ofthe great causes,and has been all
through history. The marital vows, even
when they are not regardedas a meaninglessform of words, are taken lightly,
not becauseof an intention of breaking
them but becauselovers are so surethey
will never wish to break them. So
unhesitatingly they speak the strong
words of their promiseJ'forsaking all
others . . . till death do us part. . . '.!-and
they know in their hearts that ofcourse
it will be so.Nevertheless,unconsciously
there is a reservation.If thev could con-

ceive that love might die, their reserva.
tion rnight be expressedas "till failing love
do us part." But the vow is not "till love
dies"but "till we diel'That is the promise.
Indeed, what the loversare sayingis: 'As
long as I feel toward you what I now feel,
this high and holy thing, which of course
I alwaysshall feel, I will keep this vowl'
YetJohn had ceasedto feel that "high
and holy thing" for Sue, Diana for Paul,
and each had come to feel it for another.
That is, it was not a person qr4 person
they had been in love with but a person
as an evoker of a feeling, a thrill. Their
true vows had been to the feeling.
Presumablythey did not think of it so,
but they had, in effect,merely tansfened
their vows to others. And why not, if
vows are but feelings?
At all events, as I reflectedupon the
identical words they both had spoken, I
began to think that I was onto some.
thing-something I straightawaydubbed
"The Sanction of Erosl' Jb sanction
something is to make it sacred;it is, as
it were, a sacredapproval,a divine okay.
And John and Diana, in speakingof the
goodnessand rightness,were clearly not
referring to any thoughtful and consideredjudgment of good and bad, right
and wrong; they were appealing to
somethinghigher than judgment, higher
even than their own desires.But, equally
clearly, the sacredapproval they felt could
not possibly have come from the Father
of Jesus Christ whose disapproval of
divorceis explicit.Eros,the ancientpagan
god of lovers, conferred this sanction
upon the worshipers at his altar. It is a
false sanction that deceiveshis votaries
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into calling the bad good and the wrong
right. Inlovenessmay indeed be an innocent and lovely gift to those heart-fiee,but
it is not innocent-it is, in fact, sin-when
it leads to betrayal of spouseor friend or
child. The pronouncement of Eros that
continucd on page 39
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Unce rtainty re garding the reliability of the Scriptures is tfte most
importanf issue in the church
today. In this new six-part fiLm
series fosh McDowell helps to turn
back the tide of uncertainty that
robs us of the full joy and boldness
of Christian living.
FILM1: A Skeptic'sQuest
FILM2: Misconceptions of Christianity,
Part I
FILM3: Misconceptions of Christianity,
Part fI
FILM4: The Uniquenessof the Bible
FILM5: The Reliability of Scripture
FILM6: MessianicProphecy
For more information contact one
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listed on the following page.
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this love is so good and so right that all
betrayalsare justified is simply a lie, as is
his speciouspromise that this new love
will go on forever.lndeed, Eros may descendupon John or Diana yet again, with
the samepronouncement and the same
promise. And they will again believe it:
"This time it's for keeps." About this
"serial polygamy" so characteristicof our
age, C.S. Lewis in The Four Lovessays:
ff)he grim joke is that this Eros
whose voice seemsto speak from
the eternal realm is not himself
even perrnanent. . . . The
world rings with complaints of his
fickleness. Vhat is baffling is the
combination of this ficklenesswith
'Ib
his prctestations of permanency.
be in love is both to intend and to
Fomise lifelong fidelitv. love makes
vows uDaskd; cant be deterredfrom
making them. . ..
Diana's vows to Paul, John's to Sue,
had undoubtedly been utterly sincere.I
remember Paul and Diana when their
faceshad been alight with love, and they
could not take their eyesoff each other.
They had meant"forsaking all others" and
"till death do us partl'What, then' had
gone wrong?\ilhat brought them, all the
lovelinessbroken, to the divorce courts?
There were two things they did not
know and one deep misunderstanding.
Three matters that no one had ever
taught them.
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The misunderstanding was of what
vows are.They thought the vows perhaps
an exprcssionof their feelings:a confident
prediction,as it were,of what they would
feel-this high and holy ecstasy-forever.
So of cor.rrse"till death do us part'lnothing else could possibly part us. Of
corcrse
"forsaking all otherslhave we not
found, each in the other, incomparable
perfecdon? They were utterly sincere.
They believedtheir prediction. As Lewis
39

said, "Love makesvows unasked:can't be
deterredfrom making theml'But it is the
promiseof Eros of eternal inlovenessthat
makesthe vows no more than a prediction. They do not understand that the
vows are their promise-to God aswell as
each other-for the times when they are
not Geling the ecstasyof inloveness.No
vows are necessaryfor those in love:
nothing can separatethemby force. The
vows are a gift from one to the other: not
a protestation of love. That is what they
do not understand. Here and now they
are saying,each to the other: "This is my
promise.This you can trust. This you can
lean on in the bad times as long as life
shall last: whateverlmay feelat any given
moment, I will be faithful. Never fear.You
have my word."
The shattering lovelinessof being in
love will not-cannot-despite the radiant
promisesof the deceiving god, go on at
every moment forever: this is one of the
things they did not know. Someministers
do warn of this, but the lovers, hugging
their secret assurance,often will not
believe.They expect"the high mood that
makesthe rest seempale" to go on forever:
"the thing which lovers-with such worship wooe." But inloveness,though it is
lilce heaven in that it is truly loving
another asonesel( is not heaven.Heaven
is not won so easily.Inlovenessis only a
foretasteof bliss, and we cannot live permanently in those bright highlands yet.
'We
are human (that is, fallen), and we
cannot yet bear, it seems,to look at even
one person-let alone everyone-with
such intensity of love permanently. Self
(what I want) rcass€rtsitself. The beloved,
shockingly, is perceivedto have faults, and
lover snaps at lover. This may, the first
time, seemlike the end of the world, but
it is not. \ilith wisdom (a little) and charity (a lot), love deepens and becomes
whole, including the humanness and
faults. It is charity (agape)that sustairu
love: inlovenesscannot do it alone. But
if inloveness is, so to speak, taken up
into chariry then-only then-inloveness
returns as a frequent suddenjoy through
all the years.This is what had not hap-

Sheldon Vanauken
is autlwr o/Gateway to
Heaven and A Severe
Mercy.

pened with John and Sue, Diana and
Paul.The deepcharity-wanting nothing
so much as the good of the other-had
not redeemedtheir loves.Perhapsit was
beginning to-John spoke tenderly of
Sue-but thev did not know that inlovenessmust sometimessleepwith the
daffodils under the snow.
And far worse,they were not prepared
(almost no one ever is) for the amazing
Sanction of Eros. Vhen the voice of the
god, Iike a high, clear bugle,pronounced
their new loves, not ordinary infidelity
but extraordinarily uniquely, right and
good, they werebewilderedand awed,but

eyes,and then bewilderingly, not to be
resisted,came the Sanction of Eros-this
love, unlike all others, is good and right
and forever-and they were undone.
\Ue all know that countlessmarriages
are wreckedby one of the spousesfalling
in love with what used to be called the
Other Woman or her male counterpart.
And, sinceart follows life, modern novels
and films are full of triangles and
betrayals.But let us notice how often the
storyteller setsit up so that the betrayed
spousemore or lessdeservesit as being
unkind, unloving, or a bit of a bore.
Scarlet letters are no longer in fashion'
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accepting.Whatever it might appear to
the world, theyknew that theseloveswere
different, sacred.They did not dreamthat
erJeryother louer lws the someassurance.
The deception of Eros that comes as a
sacredsanction to this particular love lifts
it out of the rut of ordinary betrayals.
PerhapsJohn had intended to be faithful
to Sue and Diana to Paul. No doubt
Diana had more than once rejectedthe
advancesof frisky males at parties and
John ignored, with a thought of Sue,
many a bright-eyed flirtatious glance.
They were perhaps confident in their
strength to resist temptation. Too confident as it turned out. One moment they
were merely playing, a little more gaily
than usual, becausethey really like the
playmate.Perhapsat one point little alarm
bells sounded; I am convinced there is
always an instant, fleeting it may be,
when they know they areplaying with fire
and sensethey should draw back. But
confident in their strength, they ignored
the warning; and then, suddenly, Eros
had overshadowedthem. They looked at
each other with shocked and adoring

Our sympathiesare with the lovers, not
with the betrayed spouse.And nevernever once in any novel or film I can
think of-does the betraying spouse
seriouslythink of the meaning of broken
promises.Both duty and the given word
are, like honor, merely wretched remnants
of the Middle Ages.The Spirit of the Age
proclaims sexual love to be the greatest
good. ln books and films we share the
happinessof happy lovers: love itself is
lovable. The lovers may experience
difficulties-uncooperative spouses and
superiors-so that we sharetheir anguish;
but the loversmust never face up to the
real meaningof betrayalof their vows,for
that would mar their happy love. A few
yearsago a married Episcopalclergyman
fell in love with the wife of the Senior
\7arden. After dlvorces and remarriage
the happy couple departed, not for
darkest Africa in disgracebut for Jbxas
and a bigger church for him. No one
minded-except perhaps the berayed
spouses.The Spirit of the Age-not the
continucd on page 48
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by Louis Gifford Parkhurst, lr.
harlesGrandison Finney is extolledworldwide as'bne
of the most conspicuousfiguresin the world's religious
lifej' as "the greatestpreacher and theologian of the
nineteenth centuryj' and as "the greatest evangelist and
theologian since the days of the apostlesl'His Autobiograplry
(1876)and Lectureson Reviualsof Religion(1835)are still widely
read. These two religious classicsare textbooks on revival and
have been an authority and inspiration for every succeeding
generationof evangelistsand revivalists.Jonathan Goforth attributes the great revival in China (1906)to his application of
the principles he found in these books. Of the latter book someone has written, "Had no other wondsof the greatpreachercome
down to us, these are sufficient to render his name preciousl'
Prayerwas a vital part of Finney's life and work. He confessed
that he could do nothing if he lost the spirit of prayer. Once
he advised a young preaching student:
I am convinced that nothing in the whole Christian
relgion is so difficult, and so rarely attained, as a praying
heart. \Tithout this you are as weak as weaknessitself. If
you lose your spirit of prayer, you will do nothing, or next
to nothing, though you had the intellectual endowment
of an angel. lf you lose your spirituality, you had better
stop and break off in the midst of your preparations,and
repent and turn to God, or go about someother employment, for I cannot contemplate a more loathsome and
abominable object than an earthly-minded minister. The
blessedlord deliver and preserveHis dear church from
the guidanceand influence of men who know not what
it is to pray.
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inney immersed himself in
prayer and the Word of God,
making his sermonsHoly Spirit
L
anointed and sharper than a two-edged
swond.Pointed and direct, he preachedfor
a verdict! fiained in law, he used brilliant
logic, converting the professionalclasses
and even the most skeptical.One of his
successorsat the Broadway Gbernacle
said, "His preaching searchesthe conscience,convinces the judgment, and stirs
the will either to assent or to
rebellion. . . . [His sermons were] cast in
the vigorousmould of a mind kindled by
prayer,til [they] cameforth glowing with
the fire of the Holy Ghost."
An enthusiastic editor of Finney's
SystenraticTfuology ([ondon: 1851)wote
in his Preface:"The Editor fiankly confesses,that when a student he would
gladly havebarteredhalf the books in his
library to have gained a single perusalof
these lcctures; and he cannot refain ftom
expressingthe beliei that no young student of theology will ever regretthe purchaseor perusalof Mr. Finney's Lecturesl'
Charles Finney'sworks continue to make
a lasting impact.
Born on August 29,1792, in \Uarren,
Connecticut, Finney was the son of a
Revolutionary'!ilar veteran.He had little
exposure to religion while growing up.
Primarily a self-educatedman, he taught
school until he went to study law as an
apprentice with Benjamin \ilright in
Adams, New York, in 1818.Recognizing
his acute intellectual abilities, someone
had advised that he could complete his
study for the bar exam in lesstime than
it would have taken to go to Yale.In only half the time formal schooling would
have taken, Finney passedhis exam and
was admitted to the bar in 1820.He loved
hunting, playing the cellq singing, and
directing the church choir in Adams,
even though he had not yet acknowledged Jesus Christ as his lord and
Saviour.
Since his law books continually referred to the Bible for precedence,he
Louis Gifford
Parkhurst, Jr., of
Rochester,Minnesota,
Iws compiledand edited
six uolwnesof Finney's
works, including
Principles of Prayer and Answers
to Prayer.

bought his first Bible only for reference
purposes.Deep study of the Bible and the
law convinced him that the Bible wastruly God's Word to man. He recognizedthe
necessityof choosingbetween a worldly
life and JesusChrist. On October 10,
1821,he choseChrist. Following his conversion he raced home to convert his
parents, crying "Father, you are an old
man; all your children are grown up and
have left home; and I have never heard
a prayerin my father'shousel'The theme
for the rest of his life came from a new
resolve.He told a deaconseekinghis servicesin a lawsuit: "I have a retainer from
the lord JesusChrist to plead His cause,
and I cannot plead yoursl' He spoke so
earnestly the deacon left his office, was
converted, and then settled his lawsuit
out of court.
Finney's theology grew from Bible
study and prayer. Becausehe felt called
to preach,but refusedto attend Princeton
Theological Seminary due to his belief
that it hid the gospel under a false
philosophy, the presbytery reluctantly
placed him under the tutelage of his
pastor,GeorgeW. Gale. Gale, a Princeton
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graduate, carried on heavy theological
debateswith Finney, with the results that
Gale later adopted Finney's views.
Charles Finney waslicensedto preach
by the Presbytery of St. Lawrence on
December30, 1823.He was ordained an
evangelistin July 1824and then commissioned by the FemaleMissionary Society
of the \Testern District of New York, as
a home missionary. He married Lydia
Andrews in 1824 and left almost immediately for a preaching engagement.
Revival broke out and his preaching was
so in demand that he did not seehis wife
againfor six months. Lydia died in 1847,
after she had recorded in a daily diary
Finney'sown closebrush with death. He

then married a widow, Elizabeth F.
Atkinson, who was a marvelous help in
his revivalsin England. She died in 1863.
His third marriage was to RebeccaRayl
who lived until 1907.
His Autobiograplrl is filled with extraordinary accounts of revivals and the
principles he used in their promotion. He
writes that a revival broke out in a mill
after he had spoken quietly and personally to one of its employeesduring a tour.
The startled mill owner immediately commanded, "Stop the mill, and let the people attend to religion; for it is more important that our souls should be saved
than that this factorv runl'
he famous preacher, Lyman
Beecher (1775-1863)opposed
Finney at first, telling him, "You
mean to come into Connecticut, and
cany a streak of fire to Boston. But if you
attempt it, asthe lord liveth, I'll meet you
at the stateline, and call out the artillerymen, and fight every inch of the way to
Boston, and I'll fight you thereS'Later, he
invited Finney to Boston and worked
closely with him. Comparing Finney to
Asahel Nettleton (1783-1844)he said,
'sets
snares'for sinners, but
"Nettleton
Finney rode them down with a cavalry
chargel'
One of Finney's most famous revivals
was held in Rochester,New York, in 1830.
Beecherreported, "That was the greatest
work of God, and the greatestrevival of
religion, that the world has ever seen,in
so short a time. One hundred thousand
were reported as having connected
themselveswith churchesasthe result of
that greatrevival. This is unparalleledin
the history of the church, and of the progress of religionl' Finney first used the
Anxious Seat, the lnquirer's Bench, or
the Mourner's Bench (placedat the front
of the gathering for anxious inquirers
about the stateof their soulsfollowing the
sermon)in largemeasurein Rochester.A
variation of this measure characterizes
most other evangelisticcrusadestoday.
Finney believed that pride was a barrier to conversioruand that sinnersneeded
to come out publicly for Christ, just as
they had sinned publicly. They were to
come forward under conviction of sin,
where they could be given further instmction on the bench. After fervent prayer,
many rcported a personal experiencewith
JesusChrist based upon the objective
truth of the Bible. In manv cases.restituFUNDAMENTAIISTJOURNAL

tion transformed whole comniunities, as
everyonebegan to make things right with
their neighbors.
Preferring a settled pastorate,Finney
was installed as pastor of the Chatham
Street Chapel in New York City, on
October 5, 1833.In 1835,he becameprofessorof theology at the newly founded
Oberlin College in Oberlin, Ohio. He
divided his time between the collegeand
New York City, accepting the pastorate
of the BroadwayThbernacleon March 2,
1836,a church he designedand built to
seat 2,500 people within 80 feet of the
preacher. Following his withdrawal from
the Presbyterian Church, he became
pastor of the Oberlin Congregational
Church on April 6, 1837,and remained
there for 35 years.
Charles Finney wascalled to be president of Oberlin College from 1851-1866.
lnterest in promoting revivals wErsso great
and respectfor Finney so high that in his
first year as president the enrollment
jumped from 571 to 1,070.
Finney's sermons and lectures at
Oberlin College wereoften printed in The
Oberlin Euangelistfrom 1839-1862.His
first book of theological lecturesis still in

print under the title Tfu Heart of Truth
(1840). His controversial Lectures on
$stematic Theology was made more so
becausehe was never able to complete it.
Volume I is still in the first draft
manuscript form and showsFinney's deep
study of the non-Christian as well as
Christian thinkers of his day. Volume II
(1846)and Volume III (1847)contain Finney's distinctive ideasand wererevisedinto a one-volume edition of over 900 pages
in 1851.The book's secondabridgement
is still in print as Finney's Systenradc
Tlleologl (1976).Volume IV would most
probably have been a pastoral theology.
ike many of the great reformers
before him, Finney preached
and published more serrnonson
the Book of Romansthan on any other.
These sermons have been compiled in
Principlesof Victory (1981)and Principles
of Liberty (1983).His ideason Christian
Perfection or Holiness are found in a
seriesof sermonsin Principlesof Holiness
(1984).
\Torldwide recognition of his revival
labors led to two tours of England. He
spent nine months preaching in George

Counterpoint
Continued from page 20

Wanda's conclusion was to commit herself to not remarry,
but to use her time and energy to seryethe [ond. To avoid temptation, she determined not to date, and to ftnd fulfillment in
the lord Himself and in Christian fellowship. God's will for her
was to devote herself to warning other young people against
rebellion, drugs, and disobedence. For this she was eminently
qualified. Today \fanda is doing just that. Now older and wiser
herself, she is taking the principles taught in God's Word and
instilling them in the minds and hearts of young girls.
What Is God's Best?
As if the incidence of first-marriage divorces is not high
enough, the percentage of second-marriagedivorces is increasing as well. Counselors persist in advising people to remarry after
a divorce, as if this were the expected thing. But is it? Scripture
makesit clear that the world with its desireswill passaway,but
that "he that doeth the will of God abideth for ever" (l John
2:15-17).God has a better plan for our lives-'lDo My willl'
The only real reason for two Christians to marry is because
it is God's plan for them. That they want a family, that they
love each other, and that they share a lot of common goalsthese are peripheral to the real issue:"What does God want?"
But when a couple is challengedwith God's best after a divorce
JUNE1984

\Thitefield's Gbernacle in Moorfields,
london during his 1849-50tour. \iilhen
he was 68 years old, he brought the
"Great Prayer Meeting Revival" from
America to England (1859-60).During
this second tour, one newspaper recognized Finney's love for children: "fiwo little boys, last evening, were among the
lingering inquirers; and, after manifestation of deepemotion, yielded themselves
to Christ. Those two lads will never forget
til their dying day the prayer which the
venerable man of God, in simple,
touching, melting words,offeredon their
behalf. as he knelt at their side and commended them to the care of Jesus."
Finney died of a heart attack on
August 16, 1875,but before he died he
left America this ominous warning: "I do
not believe that this government could
exist in its presentform 50 yearswithout
revivalsl' Becauserevivalsarc still fervently
sought, and his principles so widely used,
Finney is justly acclaimedthe "Father of
Modern Revivalisml'
!
Bibliography available upon request.

has occurred, the fur flies. "I supposeyou are going to tell me
I cannot remarry!" is the typical response.
Christ made clear that divorce was not in God's original plan
(Matt. l9:8), and anyone who marries a divorced person commits adulteryMatt. 19:9,Mark 10:11,llke 16:18,Matt. 5:32).
Is it not clear that it is not God's best for you to divorce?
If you dq however, suffer such a misfornrne, is it not equally
clearthat you only aggravatean alreadybad situation when you
persist in seeking remarriage to a different partner? A commitment to serve God as a "eunuch for the kingdom of heaven's
sake" is a privilege that should be cherished as a high calling
of God in Christ Jesus.
If you are a divorced p€rson, you are special. You have
suffered-it hurts to lose. Maybe you contributed to the demise
of your marriage; perhaps you were the innocent victim of circumstancesbeyond your control. Is this the end of the line? No!
God works with the failures of the past. Even though there
may be certain restraintsand limitations He placesupon us, He
picks up the broken piecesof our lives and lets us make a new
beginning. With the psalmist we can then testifu:
Before I was afflicted I went astrayl
But now have I kept thy word @s. 119:67).
It is good for me that I have been afflicted;
That I might learn thy statutes (Ps. 119:71).

Adapted by permission ftom Meanr ro Lor, Sreel and Ryrie. Published by Victor Books @ 1983,
SP Publications, lnc., Vheaton, lllinois.
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Reftrges of Lies
The hoil slwll sweepaway the
refuge of lies, and, tlle waters
slwll ouerflow tlw hiding place
(Isa.28:17).

by ChnrlesG. Finney
Preachedon Sundaymorning,December15, 1850,at the
T abemacle, Moorfiel.d,s,London.

T
It ir not selfishness
fora mnnto

refuge is a place of
prctection and securagainst danger.
A
Lity
In a hiding place an individual
secureshimself againstdanger.
The figure used in the text is
a hailstorm, a sweepinghail.
storm that carriesall before it.
even the placesof refuge into
which people have run for
shelter from its desolating
power.
These words were addressed
by the prophet Isaiah to those
who were professors of
religion. They thought they were sure of their salvation. They
regardedthemselvesas being justified and acceptedin so high
a sense,that they were ready to say, "We have made a cove.
nant with death, and with hell are we at agreement;when the
overflowing scourgeshall passthrough, it shall not come unto
us: for we have made lies our refuge,and under falsehoodhave
we hid ourselves:Therefore thus saith the Lord God, Behold,
I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious
corner stone, a sure foundation: he that believeth shall not make
haste. Judgment also will I lay to the line, and righteousness
to the plummet: and the hail shall sweepaway the refuge of
Iies, and the waters shall overflow the hiding place" (Isa.
28:15-17).My object this morning is to point out someof those
refugesto which men betake themselvesin our day, and shew
that they are really refugesof lies.
The first false refuge in which many indulge is a selfish
religion. The longer I live and the more acquaintanceI have
with professingChristians, the more am I afflictedwith the conviction that multitudes are perfectly mistaken with regard to
the nature of religion. With great multitudes it is only a form
of selfishness.Let me say, selfishnessin any form is in exact opposition to religion. It makesno differenceasto the type which
selffshnessputs on.
Does a man make his own interest the object of pursuit?If so,
zuch conduct is the ocactoppcite of that benevolencewhich Christ
manifested,when he laid Himself out for the good of mankind and
th. glo.y of God. He lived not to pleaseHimself,but to pleaseGod.
And the apostlesays,"Look not every man on his own things,
but every man on the things of others" (Phil. 2:4).
,t
f-l

True religion is presented
to us as disinterested benevolence. By disinterested
benevolenceI do not mean a
want of interest in the great
subject of salvation itself; but
I mean that we should be
religious not from any selfish
motives or reasons, but that
we should love God for what
God is, and that we should
love our neighbors as we love
ourselves. We should have
supreme devotion to God.
Where there is true religion it
will manifest itself in prayer,
praise, and obedience. It will
manifest itself with respectto
God in efforts to glorifu Him
and an earnest desireto secure
the love, confidence, and obedienceof all men.
With respect to man, true religion will manifest itself in
simplicity of character, in seekingthe good of all men, in caring for them as we care for ourselves,in caring for their interests
as we care for our own interests,in caring for their salvation
as we care for our own salvation, rejoicing in their prosperiry
as we would in our own, and in sympathizingwith their afflictions as if they were our own. This is the natural result of faith
in Christ. All selfishnessis sin. It is not selfishnessfor a man
to have a proper regard for his own salvation; but it is for him
to regard his own salvation only, and care not for the salvation
of his neighbor. Men who make their own salvation a matter
of deep concern, but who after all care little or nothing for the
salvationof others, are deceivingthemselves-trusting to a false
refuge.
Where doesthe Bible allow men to make any separate,selfuh
interest their great object of pursuit?The teaching of Christ is,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself " (Matt. 19:19), and
Christ Himself acted upon this principle, and the apostlesdid
so too. Instead of making their own enjoyment, happiness,or
salvation the great end of pursuit, they laid themselvesout for
the good of the world. The true way for a man to securehis
own salvation is by caring for the salvation of others.
"'Whosoeverwill save his life," said Christ, "shall lose it: but
whosoeverwill losehis life for my sakeshall find it" (Matt. 16:25).
All religion which terminates upon ourselves or upon our
friends, whom we regard as parts of ourselves,is a religion of
supremeselfishness,and not the religion of the Bible.
Another refuge of lies is religious impulse. By this I mean

hauea properrcgardfor his own

salaation;
but it is for him to

regardhis own salqtation
only, ond
corenot for the salvation
of his neighbor,
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feelings. This delusion consists in appeal'
ing to the feelings instead of to God's law
as developed in the conscience and
reason. Such persons as these think
themselves very religious, because they
feel deeply upon the subject. Take away
their feelings and they have no religion.
I call this a religion of impulse, because
it is not a religion of principle. These people become religious in proportion as
their own feelingsare excited. Bring them
under exciting means, and they are very
religious.Strongly excite them, and they
will do almost anything. Let the circumstancessubsidewhich excited their
feelings, and you seethat they have not
the root of the matter within them.
Now it is remarkable to what an extent we see the religion of impulse
prevail-they are wonderfully religious
while excitement prevails; but let it be
swept away by neglect of the means of
grace, and they will be very dull, and
know very little about piety. Personswho
are not really religious in their daily
life, will yet make a point of appearing
at the ordinance. Now it is very evident
that such personshave no religion, and
they make an ordinance of religion a
refuge of lies in which they tmst. When
the prominent feature of a person's
religion is attendance upon ordinances,
it is a suresign that he is not a Christian.
What are ordinances?They are the
means of perpetuating certain truths in
the world. The designof the lord's Supp€r was to perpetuate the remembrance

Rrt tonisnotr
fonrr,it is noton
ordinnnce,
it is a life.
of the Lord's death. "As often," said the
apostle,"as ye eat this bread, and drink
this cup, ye do shew the Lord's death till
he come" (1 Cor. 11:26).It is symbolic
and commemorative, as is baptism. They
commemorate two great truths, and are
very important as such, but no Christian
makes them his religion. He is not sanctified by baptism and the Lord's Supper,
but by the reality which they represent.
He has got the reality in his own heart,UNE l9B4

he leans on Christ, he feedson Christ,
he loves to commemorate the ordinances
of Christ. If he is not selfdenying, prayerfuI, anxious for the salvation of others,
and making efforts for this end, but merely cares about ordinances, he is not
religious, but merely superstitious.

A*m

whodoes

not live a religpowhfe
cannotbe relisloilson

thetubbath,
Religion is not a form, it is not an ordinance, it is a life. True religion must,
from its very nature, show itself in a
man's businessas well as in his prayers.
Inasmuch as his business occupies sixseventhsof his time, the principal place
in which to see his religion, if he has
any, is in the daily walk of life. Some
men are very particular in attending to
what they call their religious duties. They
make a distinction between religious
duties and their duties to their fellowmen.
Now this is a fundamental mistake, for
a man who does not live a religious life
cannot be religious on the Sabbath. If he
is not religious in his business,he cannot be religious at the communion, and
he has no more businessto be there than
the Devil has-not a bit more!
Others have a mere religion of opinion, which is just the opposite of a
religion of impulse.The religion of opinion is another refuge of lies. These men
hold very strongly a setof opinions-right
or wrong they hold on to them. Their
religion is a mere matter of opinion. They make much of their orthodoxy.
They cannot bear to hear a word said
that doesnot accord with their particular
notions of orthodoxy. Th.y come to
meeting, and they hear a sermon, and
when it chimes in with their views, they
say it is sound doctrine.
Now the question is, Do these doctrines affect their hearts?If so, it is well;
but if it is otherwise, then sound doctrine
is only leading them on the shortest road
to hell. They will speculate about doctrine, but they make no efforts to pull sin-

ners out ofthe fire, and to build up the
kingdom of Christ.
Another refuge of lies is the religion
of sectarianism. One particular sect sets
itself up and claims to have apostolic succession, and everybody who is not of it
is out of the church-that church is right,
and every other church is wrong. When
these sectariansspeak of "the church,"
they do not mean the congregation of
believers in every community, but their
particular systemor form which they call
"the church." In this country, I believe
that most of those who claim the right
of being called the church, do admit that
Dissentersfrom them may be Christians;
and Dissenterswill not deny that there
may be good people in the church which
is establishedby the law in this land. Sectarianism is not to be tolerated. It is no
part of religion.
For my life I cannot enter with zeal
into any efforts to build up any particular
sect. I do not mean to say that I do not
regard any of the distinctions which

Tt rrc will always
be
tntc love to mnn

whereverthereis real
loaeto God,
prevail as of any importance, because I
do; but I do not regard them of such importance as to merge everything in their
favor. I can respectthe gospel and myself
too, and therefore I cannot devote my
time to the building up of a sect. The
salvationof men is tlw great qtcstion! Tlle
saluationof men'ssoulsis dre first concern!
Do not lay too much stress upon sectarian differences. Make your great aim
the good of souls and the glory of God!
Another refuge of lies is having regard
to what is outward, the performance of
certain external actions without love to
God in the heart. With many people,
religion is only a mere outward act; there
is no spiritual life in the heart. This is
ungodliness, in the true sense of the
word.
continueil on page 62
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Marriagg Divorce& Remarriage
by Jay E. Adams
BakerBook House
1980,99pp.,$3.50
Meant to Last
by fuul E. Steele and
Charles C. Ryrie
VictorBooks,1983, 155pp.,$4.95

Scripturesupport.He mighthavedone
betterto havemadethisintoa ManiageO-Gram.to be distributedto church
membersfor do-it-yourself
counseling.
One dial could specifywhich kind of
husbandwas involvedin which sort of
affair.The other could identifythe corresponding wife. When they are
matchedthe answerpops out at the top.
The divorceproblemcould be virtually
from our churches!
eliminated

Reviewedby DanielR. Mitchell
Professorof TheologicalStudies
Libefi BaptistCollegeand Seminary
Lynchburg,Virginia
Threading the passage between
faithfulbiblicalscholarship
and genuine
pastoralcareis, likethe proverbialcamel
going throughthe eye of the needle,
often a difficultand frustratingtask.The
spateof recentliteratureon the divorce
epidemicillustrates
this point.Scholars
are rightlyconcernedto interpretScripture correctly.But often they givescant
attention to practical life. Pastorsare
equaflyjustifiedin their deste to apply
Scriptureeffectively.But frequenflythey
do so at the expense of sound
exegesis.
Today,if a book purportsto havea
ready answer to every situation(with
proof-textin hand)you can be fairlycertain it was writtenby a collegeprofessor.
lf it is undulyvague,withan emphasis
on restorationto normalcy,you can bet
it comesfrom the pen of a battle-weary
pastoror counselorwho hasseenmore
than his share of heartache.
Carf Laney's book, The Avorce
Myth, is a good exampleof the first of
these. With a wooden literalist
hermeneutiche forgetsthat the text of
Scripturewas made for man, not man
for the text. Manyof his exegeticalconclusionsare strained,inflexibleand artificial.He evengivesa chartin the back
for the counselorto use,listingall possible situations,the solutions,and the
4b
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in this area his advice goes down like
a placeboin a cancer ward.
What we need today is not aseptic
exegesis or short-termsolutions.We
need to attack the problemat its root.
Thereare severalrecent books which,
in my opinion,do this.Twothat deserve
special mentionare Jay Adams,Mariagq Divorce& Remaniageand Steele
and Ryrie,Meant to last. For the individualwho is attemptingto frame a
balancedand biblicalapproachto this
knotty problem these books should
prove extremelyhelpful.
Althoughthese two books come to
verydifferentconclusionstheyaremuch
alike in their format,their realisticand
constructiveapproach,and theirefforts
to be faithfulto Scripture.Steele and
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CharlesSwindoll'sDivorcereflects
the oppositeextreme.Here is a deeply
concemedand sensitivepastorwho has
agonizedover manyreal life situations
and writes in order to bring hope and
healing"when it all comes tumbling
downl' However,in his hurriedeffortto
bring comfort,I fear he offersfar more
than Scripturedelivers.Forexample,to
legitimizeremarriageon the basis of
2 Corinthians
5:17is an overlysimplistiq
not to say reckless,use of Scripture.
(Swindollsays "l take this literally.. . to
the extreme!")He certainlydoes. But
wheredoes one drawthe linehere?He
asks "How could any unbeliever
possiblyknow [God's]willregardingthe
choice of a lifetimemate?"As if that
should have anything to do with it.
Beyondthis I wonderhow manywould
be encouragedto work the angleson
this one (i.e.claimto be unsaveduntil
after the divorce).I havegreatrespect
for PastorSwindoll.lalso thinkI understandhis desireto alleviateguiltfeelings.
But in the face of a nationalepidemic
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Pdrl [. Seek & Charl€sC.Ryric

Ryrie present an especially valuable
discussionof whatconstitutesmarriage
and the principlesGod has established
for securing its permanence.The
chaptersentitled"Satan'sStrategy''(i.e.
self-centeredness)and "Happiness
ls. . . " (i.e.contentmentin the willof
God) should be required reading for
anyonecomtemplatingdivorce on the
one hand,or remaniageon the other.
Adams'swork is important for its
positivethrust,its exegeticaldefenseof
the so-calledErasmianvieWits attempt
to apply biblicalprinciplesconsistently
to all situationgand his clinicalexpertise and araareness-*Adams
has urorked
through problemsmost of us haven't
even thought about.
FUNDAMENIAUSTJOURNAT

God hatesdivorce.Untilwe develop
the mindof Godon thisissue,the problemwillremain.Nothingwitnessesmore
faithfullythan the familyto the relationship the believerhas with his heavenly
Father.lf judgmentmust come let it
begin here.

Joseph
by GeneGeE
RegalBooks
1983,1O8pp.,
$4.95
GeEssixthbiblicalpersonality
study
is a veryuorthwhile
boo( providing
the

reader with helpful insights into key
areasof life such as: 1)the resultrswhen
parentsshow favoritisrn;2) the rehtionship betweensuccessand temptation;
3) the importanceof firm convictions;
4) how to handlebittemessand pride;
5) how to respondwhen wronged;6)
how to accept forgiveness;and 7) the
benefitsof weepingand suffering.
_S.R.S.

An Ewrlasting [ove: A Devotional
Study of the Gospel of John
by John G. Mitchell
MultnomahPress
1983, 426pp.,$13.95
A memberof the first graduating
class of DallasTheologicalSeminary
(19271,the author is the founder of
MultnomahSchoolofthe Bible The ma-

jority of commentarieson John'sgospel
are analyticaland expository.Mitchell's
commentaryis distinctivein that, as the
title suggests,it is primarilydevotional.
Transcribedfrom his sermonspreached
at Central Bible Church (turtland), it
presentsJesus in variousroles He is
Creator, Saviour, Judgq Shepherd,
Advocatq and so forttr-all of which
reveal His deity and express God's
everlastinglove for man. The reader is
providedwith special insightsinto the
divineheartand with manypracticalapplicationsfor daily living.
Thefourh gospelshouldbe studied
with the more conventionalexegetical
commentaries But Ercrlasting love,
ttororrghlysound in theology,will supply
he denotftmalaspectoften missingfrom
such critical\^orks As a denotionalcornmentary,this book is highly recommended for the pastor and for the
-R.S.
layman.

It's the Old Double
Stcndard Agcin
ne continues to hear about censorship.One group
shouldn't be allowed to impose its worldview on
another, at least when that group is conservative.It
doesn't work the other way-as in casesinvolving sex education, evolution, and booksthat contain blasphemieswhich might
disturb the religious sensibilitiesof students and their parents.
I thought of this double standard against conservative
religiouspeople when I read a recent story in the Nec, YorkTimes.
The Metropolitan Opera has agreedto withdraw from sale at
its bookstore the libretto of a modernized version of "Rigolettoi'
becauseItalianAmerican groups had protestedthat the book
contained'bffensive and prejudicial"material.
The libretto is a production by the English National Opera
that movesVerdi's Renaissancetale to the Mafia world of New
York's Little ltaly in the 1950s.Naturally there were denials by
everyoneinvolved that this wasin any way an act of censorship.
Now I am all for doing awaywith stereotypes,be they black
stereotypes or Italian stereotypes or Christian or Jewish
stereotypes,and all the rest.\Whatirks me, though, is that when
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the establishmentdoes it, it is supposedto be praisedas an act
of sensitivity-not censorship.\7hen the ends of liberals are
achievedit is a worthy act and something to be emulated by
otners.
But let a religious student say that he is offended by being
required to read a text in which the name of God or of Jesus
Christ is blasphemedand that is just too bad. lf he or his parents
protest they are censorsor book-burnersor enemiesof the First
Amendment. If people would like to seesome religious history
of America in school textbooks,they too are antipluralistic,and
so forth.
\ilhy is it that the reigning elite doesn't mind if the feelings
and sensibilitiesof conservativereligious Americans are offended
but takesgreatcarewith its own constituency to give them just
about anything they want? It's the old double standard again,
one we have come to expect and one that will not change
until some of us who are victims become some of those who
are in charge.
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TiIl Saneone Else
continuedfran page 40
Holy Spirit-ceaselesslyproclaimssexual
love (or even barnyard sex) to be the
ultimate good; and, therefore, anything
that stands in its way, solemn vows,
duty, loyalty, the words of Our l-ord, is
seenas chains upon the soaringhuman
spirit.
All thoughtful observersof our society seeit to be sex-saturated,
and Christians, at least, lament the erosion (or
Erosion)of marriage and the family. But
almost no one-neither clergyman nor
novelist-really understandsthis deadly
Sanctionof Eros:the overwhelmingfeeling that this particular love, unlike all
others, is right and good and blessed.
Young lovers of course feel it, which is
why parentaloppositonto their offspring's
choice is rarelysuccessful.
And the married man or woman who falls in love with
another feels that same Sanction, invariably forgetting that it is exactly what

Pastorarcin Perspectiue
continuedfrom page 33
different from God's! Often we act as
though the reward belongsto the one with
the most talent. Paul savsthat God rewards
the work done, not the talent of the
laborer. Often we think the rewards
belong to the most successfulministers,
and we measuretheir successin terms of
attendance, number of souls won, and
size of the offerings. But God gives the
increase,so such "success"or lack of it is
not entirely in the hands of the minister.
God rewardsfaithfulness and diligence.
Those are His standardsfor success.
'When
a church evaluatesits pastor,it
should not ask initially what the results
of his ministry are,but how faithfully and
diligently he has labored. lf there is
diligent labor, one can expect fruit but
God rewards the labor. not the fruit.
Likewise, the pastor of a flourishing
ministry should not becomeoverwhelmed
with his own importance in view of the
positive resultsof his ministry. After all,
God produces the fruit. The minister's
task is simply to work hard and faithfully.
Paul'sfourth responseto the problem
at Corinth is to stressthat God alone
deservesthe glory. Obedience to this principle would have eliminated the bicker4

he once felt for his spouse,invariably feeling that this new love is "the real thing
at lastl' And so,becauseof the Sanction,
the seeming blessing from on high, he
becomesruthlesslydeterminedon divorce
and remarriage.The Sanction "proves"to
him that he is right to break his vows.
If my friends John and Sue, or my
former pupil Diana and her Paul, had
been carefully and explicitly warned that
if they ever did fall in love with another
(however unthinkable) they would certainly feel what would seema sacredapproval granted to that new love alone,
they would, at least,havebeenlesslikely
to be taken in by it. It was clear that the
most amazing thing to them was the
almostmiraculousfeelingof goodnessand
rightness-the Sanction. If they had
known long before it happened that it
was to be expected,that it would not be
unique to them, surelythey would have
at least entertained some seriousdoubts
asto whether the feelingof goodnessand
rightness was to be trusted. John's con-

ing betweenfactions at Corinth. Likewise,
proper adherenceto this principle would
lead pastorsnot to think more highly of
themselvesthen they ought. What must
be rememberedis that appreciationand
rewardare one thing. Glory and worship
are another.Ministers deservethe former.
but only God deservesthe latter.
Note the humility of Paul in verses7
and 8 as he makeshis point. He had a
distinguishedbackgroundin Judaismand
then came to know Christ and was an
apostle. His missionary journeys bore
much fruit. If anyonehad reasonto think
himself great and worthy of praise,it was
Paul. Yet, he calls himself nothing (v.7),
recognizing his proper position before
God and men.
Since God is everything and the
minister is nothing, there are important
implications for treatment of pastors.
First, it obviously makesno Senseto give
glory and devotion to a "nothingl' \Uhat
bigger wasteof time could there be than
to spendtime worshiping somethingthat
is a nothing? And yet, far too many
churches seemto do that in relation to
their pastor. Unfortunately, the pastor
does not always discourageit. \i7orship
and glory belong only to God. Second,
this does not mean that the pastor is to
be treatedwith disdain.In comoarisonto

science had troubled him a bit about
"poor Sue]' and perhaps Diana's about
Paul, but the Sanction-the seemingly
divine approval-had overridden conscience:they kneu.,what they were doing
was good and right. But if they had had
seriousdoubts about that goodnessand
rightness, they might have heeded
conscience.
Incredibly, with the evidence plain
before us, the world is not echoing with
warningsabout this Sanction,but I have
never heard of anyone who understood
it. "Great is Diana of the Ephesiansl'the
ancients used to say.Today we must say,
"Great is Erosof the Hellenesi'and only b'y
understanding the lie the god proclaims,
in the accentsof truth, can the marriages
of peoplelike John and Sue,Diana and
Paul,be saved.Savedthrough knowledge
of the (false)Sanction of Eros.
!

Adapted by permissiono( Fideli4 MagaTine,South Bend, Indiana.

God he is nothing, but God's \(/ord says
he is God's instrument. lVe appreciatebut
do not worship instruments.
Most of us appreciateour automobiles.
They are effective means of transportation. But, no one would fall down and
worship a car becauseof the function it
performs,\Ue appreciateour cars,but we
do not worship them. The same is true
in relation to our ministers.Ministers are
only instruments. They are to be appreciatedfor the fi.rnction they perform,
but only God is to be worshiped and
praised.He is everything-the owner of
the ministry, the commissioner of
ministers,the userof the minister,the increaserof the ministry, and the rewarder
of the minister. How could anyone but
God deservethe glory?
lf we who minister and those who sit
under our ministries would function by
thesebasicprinciples, there would be no
problemswith dictatorial pastors,"cults"
surrounding a well-known pastor, or
church splits over the personality of the
pastor.Ministers are to be loved, honored,
respected,appreciated,listened to, and
even ministered to by their people. But,
they are not to be worshiped and not to
set themselvesup as the focus of the
ministry. God alone gives the increase.
'Worship
Him and Him alone!
O
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ears ago, an unknown author
compiled a brief list entitled,
Christ in EueryBiblical Book. I
have reworked and rearranged the
original list, expanding it and adding the
proper scriptural references,along with
many extra title descriptions.I have
chosento call this revisedwork, The Son
of God in the tYord of God.
Genesis
'Woman 3:15 49:lO-Seed of the
and Shiloh.
Exodus 12:3-Passover Lamb.
kviticus 8:7,9-Anointed High Priest.
Numbers 218; 24:17 -Star of Jacob
and Brazen Serpent.
Oeuercnomv f&15; 32:4-Prcdet Lilc
Mosesand Great Rock.
Joshua S:l4-Captain of the Lord's
Host.
Judges 2:1-Messenger of Jehovah.
Ruth 2: 1-Kinsman-Redeemer.
I Samuel 2:10-Great Judge.
2 Samuel 7:12-13-Seed of David.
1 Kings 8:15,26-Lord God of Israel.
2 Kings 19:15-God of the Cherubim.
1 Chronicles 16:35-God of Our
Salvation.
2 Chronicles 20:6-God
of Our
Fathers.
Ezra t:Z-Lord of Heaven and Earth.
1:5-Covenant-keeping
Nehemiah
God.
Job L9:25-Risen and Returning
Redeemer.
P s a l m s 2 t 2 , 7, 1 2 ; 1 6 : 1 0 ; 2 3 : t ;
24:7-LO-Anointed Son, Holy One,
Good Shepherd,and King of Glory.
Proverbs Chapter 8-Visdom of God.
Song of Solomon 5:10,16-Chiefest
Among Ten Thousand and Altogether
Lovely.
lsaiah 7 :14; 9:6; 52:13; 53:3-Virginborn lmmanuel; Child and Son;
\7onderful, Counselor, Mighty God,
JUNE1984
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Son
of
God
2r the
_,Th"
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Word of God
Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace;
fughteousServant; and Man of Sorrows.
Our
Jeremiah 23:6; 33:16-Lord
Righteousness.
Lamentations 3:22.23, 3L.33Faithful and CompassionateCod.
Daniel 2:34; 3:25; 7:l3-Smiting
Stone, Son of God, and Son of Man.
Hosea 13:9,10, l4-King
of the
Resurrection.
loel 2:28.32; 2:l l; 3:2, 9.17 -Cod of
the Battle and Giver of the Spirit.
Amos 4:13; 7:9-Cod of Hosts and of
the Plumbline.
Obadiah 1:8, l5-Destroyer of the
Proud.
Jonah 2:l0i 3:l; 4:9,1 L-Risen Prophet, God of SecondChance, and LongsufferingOne.
Micah 4:1.5; 52;7:18,19-God of
Jacob,the Bethlehemite,and Pardoning
God.
Nahum 1:2,15-Avenging God and
Bringer of Good Tidings.
Habakkuk I:LZ, 13; 2:14; 3:13EverlastingPure,Glorious, and Anointed
One.
Zephaniah 3:15-King of lsrael.
Haggai 2:7-Desire of all Nations.
Zechariah 3r8; 6:L2; 6z13; 9:9;
l2:lO; 14:9-Branch, Builderof Temple, King of Triumphal Entry, Pierced
One, and King of the Earth.
Malachi 3:16-Lord of Remembrance.
Matthew 2:2; 2? :37 -King of the Jews.
Mark 9:35; lO:43.44-Servant.
Luke 2:40,52; 9:22,56,58; ?2t48Perfect Man.
John l:1,5; 2O:28,31-Eternal God.
Acts l:9-Ascended Lord.
Romans 10:4-The
Lord Our
Righteousness.
L Corinthians Chapter 15-Our
Resurrection.
2 Corinthians
1:3-God
of A11
Comfort.
Galatians 4:4,5-Redeemer from the
Law.

E p h e s i a n sl z 2 2 ; 2 2 0 ; 5 1 2 3 ;4 : 7 . 8 Head of the Church and Giver of Gifts.
Philippians 1:19; 4:L9; 2:5"8Supplier of Every Need and Obedient
Servant.
Colossians t:19; Z:9-Fullness of the
Godhead.
t Thessalonians 4:13,18; 5;2,23Coming Christ.
2 Thessalonians 2r8-Consuming
Christ.
L Timothy 2:15;3:16; 1:15Mediator and Saviour of Sinners.
2 Timothy 4:8i 3:16.L7-Righteous
and Rewarding Judge and Author of
Scripture.
Titus 1:3; ZttO,l3; 3:4-Our Great
God and Saviour.
Philemon-Payer of Our Debt.
Hebrews lLi lA; 2:lO; 3:3; 59;

l 2 : 2 ;2 : 1 7 ; 3 r I4; : I 4 ;72 5 . 2 7 ; 9 : 2 4 ;
12:24; 13r20*Appointed Heir of All
Things, One Better Than the Prophets
and Angels, Captain of Our Salvation,
Merciful and Faithful High Priest,Great
Intercessor,Mediator of New Covenant,
and Great Shepherdof the Sheep.
James4:6.8; 5rl5 ; 5:7,8-Ever-present
God, Great Physician,and the Coming
One.
1 Peter l:19; 2:21.24; 5:4;322Unblemished Lamb, Great Example,
Chief Shepherd,and Lord of Glory.
2 Peter 1:17-The BelovedSon.
1 Jcrhn l:t; 2:t; 2:2; 3:8; 4:15;
5:5-Vord of Life, Advocate, Propitiation, and Son of God.
2 John 1:3-Son of the Father.
3 John 1r4,8-The Truth.
Jude 1:l,25-Preserver and Only Wise
God.
Revelation 1:8; 5r5; 5:6; 6:17; 19:16;
22t16-Alpha and Omega,Lion of Juda,
Root of David, Slain and Angry Lamb,
King of Kings, Lord of Lords, Bright and
Morning Star.
U.- wiumington'sGuideo the Bi6le@ i981 Tyndale
fij::::o
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Jerry Fclwellcnd the Jerus

Friendsor Foes?

gives
JerryFalwell
directand frankanquesswers
toprobing
tionsaboutlsrael,
Judaism, Jewish-Christian
relations
and many
otherissues.
Someof
hisanswers
onquestions
concerning
moral
issues
andchurch-state
relations
areextremelycontroversial
but Falwell
is not
afraidof controversy.
There
islittleto fear
in hisanswers
to suchquestions
as:
. AreJewspracticing
an incomplete
religion?
. AreJewsandlsrael
beingsubjected
to a double
standard
of moraliU?
. Should
Judea
andSamaria
bepartof
theStateof lsrael?
Falwell
answers
everyrelwantquestion
putto himnomatterhowcontroversial
or
He wouldprobably
have
embanassing.
prefened
thatsomeofthemnotbeasked,
but nelertriedto eradeanyof them.

MerrillSimonis a
distinguished
leader
in
theelectronics
industry
political
anda prolific
writer. An active
Zionist,he spokeincisiwlyontheinternationalscene
asNational
Folitical
Editor
of
lsraelloday,
- Marketing
AsVicePresident
of Veeco
Instruments
andfrequent
visitorto lsrael,
ledtheestablishment
Simon
of anelectronics
facility
in Karmiel,
lsrael.
Simonpresently
serves
asa research
associate
oftheCenter
forStrategic
Studies,
TelAvivUniversity,
andasPresident
of the
A&rcaz
Hatorah,
Torah
Institute
forRabbinic
Studies.
Jerusalem.
in elecSimonhasadvanced
degrees
tronicengineering
andbusiness.

Whqt other leqdets scft
Without compromise, Jerry Falwell has provided poignant dnswers to Simon'sprbing questions which expose, as no other
book I hare ever seen, the actual understandingsthat preuail within conseruativebiblical Christianity.
WA. Criswell, Pastor'sStudy
Firct Baptist Church, Dallas, Tuas
Current discussions between Jews and evangelical Christianswill be tremendously helped by the fothright questions and
answers provided in this book. Here is a work worthy to be read widely by all concerned with religious freedom and Judeo
Christianmorality.
John f Walword, President
Dallas TheologicalSeminary

Send lor your copy today!

Pleasesend me
copy(ies)of Jerry Falwell
and the Jews at $12.50 each (add $1.00 per book
for postageand handling.)

Totalenclosed$

Thisbook should clear the air and help American Jaus
and Christiansto realize that although w? are not in
agreement over the i,lessiah,Jesus Christ, we stiil have much
in common.
Tin laHaye, President
FamilyLife Seminarc

Name

City

State-

Zip Code-

Send coupon with check or mon€y order to: Old-TimeGospel Hour
Lynchburg,VA 24514

A4r.Simon is to be thanked for having obtained from
Dr. Falwell the fullest a<pressionto date of his views which,
from the percpeaive of lsrael'ssecurity, appear to be
dceptionally benrgn.
Rabbi EmanuelRackman
from the Foravord
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Teachins,
Ideas
duccessful

Word of God. But it does mean we use
old-fashionedprinciples in a contemporary manner.
One of society's greatestneeds is to
reachyoung adults ages20-35.The focus
ofthe Sunday school has turned toward
this agegroup as statisticsshow that the
growing edge in attendance is in the
young adult classes.This generation,
characterized as antiVietnam and
rebellious,is now finding its way to the
house of God.
Theseyoung adults do not live by the
valuesof past generations.They do not
postponegratification, nor are they as successoriented as their parents. They are
happinessoriented.
Churches must createnew classesto
reach,teach, and win theseyoung adults
to JesusChrist. As they seekrelationships
and a viable religiousexperience,we must
provide Sunday schoolclasseswherethey
can meet their friends,fellowshiptogether
around the \Uord of Cod, and become
grounded in their faith.
If we are going to reach young adults,
their classesmust be more than Bible lectures. The key phraseto characterizethe
effectiveyoung adult classis "Bible study
with fellowshipl' A recent survey showed
that adults who attend Sundav school
choose a class for the following three
reasons:identity and fellowship,pastoral
care, and instruction. Young adults are
not looking for a Scriptureschool;ratheE
they want to be with friends, with other
Christians, where they can fellowship
around the Vord of God.
Successfi.rlteachers of young adults
make their classesa priority. Caring for
classmemberstakestime. Gacherscan no
longer merely relateBible content. In acruality,"teachingis meetingneedsl'When
a teachercreatesyoung adult fellowship,
he createsan environment that will support the weakestmember in the body of
Christ.
The following suggestionsmay help
update your class and improve Sunday
school effectiveness.The class should
have a name, such asthe "Young Seekersl'
Elect officers: a president,secretary,vice

You
CrN'r
Usn
0n Toom
FOR
TOnIY,S
JOnND Br

N BusnEss
TonroRRow
by Elmer L.'Towns

wo generations ago a wellknown minister preached a ser.
mon entitled "You Can't Use

Old Tools for Today's Job and Be in
BusinessTomorrow]' advocating the use
of modern methods to reach the lost. He
did not mention the computer,television,
radio, or many other modern tools not
of his time. He used the tools of his
generationto reach his generation.Ifthe
church today is going to preparefor the
nineties, it cannot use the tools of the
seventies.If it does not use uo-to-date
JUNE1984

methods, the church will not have a
ministry in the nineties.
The church is not in businessto make
and sell products, to balance its budget,
or to demonstrateefficiency.The solepurposeof the church is to reach,teach,win,
and mature people-to make disciplesof
as many lost people as possible (Matt.
28:19-20).As the culrure changesand peo.
ple manifest different needs,the church
must updateits techniquesto accomplish
this goal. This doesnot mean we change
eternal ministry principles basedon the

c1

president in chalge of outreach, plus
another person to follow up on
absentees-all in addition to the regular
Bible teacher. Have a permanent, identifiable classroom. The classwill develop
espit de corpswhen it decoratesthe room
with wallpaper, drapes, and furniture.
Ministry projects such as preaching at a
mission, raising money for missions,collecting clothing, and so forth, will promote classharmony. Have a coffeetime
Sunday morning beforeservicesto allow
for fellowship and a receptionistto greet
people and take roll. When young adults
begin to drop out of church, membersof
the classshould be counted on to phone,
visit, follow up, and restore them to
fellowship. \Uhen a Sunday school class
extends this type of pastoral care to its
members, the true ministry of body life
takesplace. "From whom the whole body
fitly joined together. . . maketh increase
of the body unto the edifting of itself in
love" (Eph. 4:16).
Statisticsshow that approximately85
percentof the peoplewon to JesusChrist
in churches are reached by a friend or
relative. Since the majority of visitors to
a young adult class will be brought by
membersof the class,organizing this ef.
fort is critical. The majority of peoplewho
visit the class as a result of this "web
evangelism"will be more likely to stay in
the church.
Just becausea church has one young
adult classdoes not mean that it will get
the job done or that the church will grow.
Severalnew classesmay be needed.Consider the following: A young adult class,
a collegeclass,a businessand professional
women'sclass,the young couples'class,
the bride and groom's class, the new
members' class, the leadership training
class,the discipleship class.
Finally, consider some words of caution concerning the young adult class.In
retooling for the future, past models will
not do. Be careful about trying to organize
young adults by age groups only. Some
personsin their early twentiesmay enjoy fellowshipwith those in their thirties,
and at times even with much older adults.
This is called intergenerational classes.
Like water seekingits own level, let young
adults find a classwhere their needsare
met and they can make the greatestcontribution to the church. Allow young
adults to choosea classaccording to the
teacher that meets their needs, or the
group of friends they enjoy.At timesthey
52

will choosea classby the electivetopics
offered.
Be carefulnot to put a cap on growth
by trying to limit the size of the class.
Allow a class to become as large as its
ministry. Some young adult classeswill
grow to one hundred while others will remain with four or five couples. Then
again, do not try to divide Sunday school
classesfor growth. Some Sunday school

superintendentssplit classeson the theory
that two smallerclasseswill grow.Rather
than splitting classes,add new classesfor
growth.
Just as we would not use a 1930
baseball glove to teach a young son to
play ball in the eighties,so we should not
use old techniques in our churches.We
cannot use old tools for today's job and
be in businesstomorrow.
D
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John W. Whitehead

'An urgentcallto Christianactivismwhichalsogivessoundandpractical
solutions
to thepressing
issuesof the day.Whetheryouagree0r disagree,
this
bookis absolutely
essential
reading."
JohnW.Whitehead,
authorof.The
StealingofAmerica
"EveryChristianwhotakeshisfaith seriously
needsto faceup to the issues
raised,in Bqd.Nswsfor Mod,emMan."
Dr.HomerA.Kent,President,Grane
Senuinary
and,College,
WirwnaLalu, Indima
hasuncovered
andidentifieda numberof disturbing
"FranlrySchaeffer
trendswithin evangelical
Protestantism.
Thereareenoughsimilaritiesto
the destructive
movements
whichhaveplaguedCatholicism
for the past
20yearsthat all evangelical
Christians
shouldbe alarmed."
JamesHitchcock,
Professor
of HistorySf.LouisUniuersitg
"In this importantbook,FranlgSchaeffer
bravelydealswith controversial
weaknesses
within the church.Bad NqwsforModernMan will be goodnews
for everyone
ifwe heedFranky'sappeal.Thosewhoaretiredof an anemic
Christianity
will applaudthis book."
NelsonKeener,Publisher,
TheFundo,mentul/i,st
Joumal

BadllewsforModern
Man
by FrankySchaeffer.$7.95

]''CRI|SSWAYB||||KS
A DIVISION
OFGOODNEWSPUBLISHERS
WESTCHESTER,
ILLINOIS
60153

Committedto excellencein Christianpublishing

A freporton theThomas
floadBaptist
Church
andBelated
Minisfies

Headquartered
PrisonMinistry
National
in Lynchburg
Ed Martin wasa memberof a
Virginiachaingangin 1940when
Alfreda,a youngwoman,presented
the gospelof Christ to him and he
That
receivdtheLordashisSaviour.
wasthebeginning
of EdandAlfreda
Martin's extensivemissionary
ministryandthe seedthoughtfor a
ministryto menin prison.
After returningfrom 15yearsof
missionary
service
in Japanin 1965,
the Martins began Hope Aglow
prison ministry in Lynchburg,
Viryinia.AssociatdwiththeThomas
RoadBaptistChurch,HopaAglow andsoforth.Overtheyears,
thelives
area of thousands
reaches
outto 20cennalVirginia
havebeen
of prisoners
pdsonsthrou$ chapelservices,
devo touched,Additionally,Martin and
tionaltimes,literaturedistribution, his staffhavedeveloped
a national

Dr. JerryFalwellsays,"Thelifeexperiences
of Ed Martin as a chain
gangmembahavegivenhimvaluable
insightinto the rigorsof prisonlife.
This, coupld with his burdenfor
prisoners
aroundthe country,has
motivatedEd and his HopeAglow
outreachto providea viableministry
to hurtingpmple-peopleto whom
mostofuswill neverhaveanoppor,
tunity to ministerl'
For information on how to
involvedin theHopeAglow
become
ministryand to reachprisonersin
prisonministryprovidingspiritual yourarea,contactEdMartin,Hope
helpandgrowthoppornrniticto new Aglow Minisnies,P.O. Box 3057,
Virginia24503.
Christiansin prisonsaroundthe Lynchburg,
countrv.

Scholarships
Special
Tuition
Secretary
of Transportation
VisitsLBC
StillAvailable
Chancellor equippedto sendtheir childrento
Lihrtv BaptistCollege
A. Piene college,
JerryFalwellandPresident
Thoseinterestodin applyingfor
Guillerminhaveannouncedthat a
and either of thesefirst-yeartuition
limitednumberof Chancellor's
shouldwriteto the OfPresident'sScholarshipsfor the scholarships
1984{5schmlyeararestillavailable. ficeofthe Prcident,LibertyBaptist
Lynchburg,
is College,
Virginia24506,
The Chancellor's
Scholarship
to classvaledictorians
and requestingadmissionsinformation
awarded
salutatorians
in recognitionof and detailsregardingthesescholar"
andddicationto ship. Dr. Guillerminsays,"Any stu.
academic
e\cellence
discipline.The President's dentapplyingto Lihny Bapti*Colscholastic
is availableto sonsand legewho feelshe or sheis qualified
Scholarship
shouldcontact
daughtersof full-time Christian for eitherscholarship
workerssuchas senioror associate myofficeimmdiately,asI anticipate
pastors,
numhr of
evangelists,
misionaric,and wewill havethe greatest
and applicationsin the history of our
Christianschooladministrators
in recognitionof the many school for this upcomingfall
teachers
sacrifices
of full-timeservantsof the semester,"
Lord who may not be financially
JUNEI9B4

of SenatorRobert Dole, gave a
testimonyof her salvationandhow
thelord hasld herlife.Shetoldhow
sheandherfriendssou$t theLord's
widom in theimportantdecisionof
becomingSecretaryof Transpo*a.
takingon
tion."l couldnot imagine
sucha taskif it werenot within His
planfor me,for I knewit wouldre
quirestrength,widom, andcourage
far beyondmy own."
Her challengingaddresswas
especiallyinspiring to the young
howOod
to a capacitycrowdon women,assheemphasized
Speaking
LibertyMountain,ElizabethDole, couldusethem in the davsahead.
op
Scretary of Transportation,ad- "My careerin publicserviceoffen
dressed
the specialassembly
on the portunitiesevery day to serve
oppor$mty to servethe Lord in others-tomakea positivedifference
govemmentaloffices.
Mrs.Dole,wife in their lives."
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Fromthe Gridiron
to the
Classroom
Thesix,foot-ffve-inch,
290-pound
DaveScotthasleft the gridironof
profasional football to enter the
academicworld of soteriology,
pa*oraltheology,
andchurchhistory.
After playing offensivetackle for
sevenyearsfor the NFL Atlanta
Falcons,Scott enrolledat Liberty
BaptistCollege
at theendofthe 1983
season.
Scott,alongwith hiswife,Clarice,
andhisson,Gabriel,havecometo
for the
Libertyto preparefor service
Lord.Acccpting
ChristashisSaviour
at an earlyage,Scotthasfelt Godt
leadingin hislifefor manyyean.Pre to pursuehis training.Despitehis
fessiond
athlaia gavehimtheoppor" awesome
size,DaveSconistypicalof
tunity for witnasing;however,he thosewhoarestudyingat the B,R.
wantd indepth Bibletrainingin LakinSchoolofReligion*allhave
a
orderto bebetterusedfor the Lord. desire
to learntheVord of Godand
For this reasonhe left behinda to bcomehner servants
forthelord
lucrativeprofessional
footballcareer Jesus
Christ.

OTGH
Creative
Services
MeetstheNeedsof Entire
Ministry
Most peoplenever give much
thoughtto thethousands
ofpieces
of
printeditemsseeneachyear.But a
greatdeal of planningand work
precedes
eachonebeforeit comesoff
the pres. The sameis tnre for all
materialproducd at ThomasRoad
BaptistChurch,theOld-TimeGospel
Hour, and LibertyBaptistSchools.
ln theministry's
CreativeServices
Department
at theOld-TimeGospel
Hour's administrative
complex,

Over2,000
Teens
ConYerge
DeafMinistry
HelpsThousands
onKing's
Dominion

witha terminalin thehomes
of
In l98l the Old-TimeGospel faces
providingthe
Hour establishedthe National the hearingimpaired,
link for communication,
CounselingCenterfor the Deaf, needed
isprovidd by
Spiritualcounseling
Under the direction of Sue
Aftertwomonthsof planningand
andmoreextensive prayer,the ThomasRoadBaptist
Willmington,
deafinterpreter
on the nainedworkers
weekly Old-Time Gospel Hour counselingis forwardedto the Churchjuniorandseniorhighyouth
telecast,
the TTY networkenables ThomasRoad Baptist Church's department
leadersand 150adult
peoplefromaround Handsof LibertyDeafDepartment chaperones
hearingimpaired
took45busloads
ofeager
for youngpeoplefrom Lynchburgto
thecountryto receive
anange
emergency
and wherequalfid counselors
writtenmaterialto be Richmond,
spiritualassistance.
Deafinterpreters appropriate
Virginia,to enjoya day
stationed
at a TTY terminalin the sentto the caller,
atKing'sDominion,
oneof themost
ministryto the popularthemeparkson the East
Old-TimeGospelHour facilitycan
Thismuch-needed
impaired
isoneof onlyafew Coast.
handleanycallthat comes
in to the hearing
The2,030
teens
on thetripinin the country.
ministry,TheTTY computer
inter- suchsystems
cluded scoresof studentsfrom

Passion
PlayComes
to
Lynchburg
andPrimeTime
OnehundredWordof Life Collegians,
headdbyJackWyrtzen
and
HarryBollback,
recentlyperformed
The Pasion Play, depictingthe
Crucifixion and Resunectionof
Christ, for a packedauditoriumof
5,000at LibertyBaptistCollege.
TheLynchburgperformance
was
videotaped
by the Old-TimeGospel
Hour mobileunit {or laterairingon
g

prime-time
television.
Wynzenand
presenthenational
believe
Bollback
tationwill havea profoundimpact
uponmillionsof viewersastheysee
a clearportrayal
ofthedeath,burial,
and Resunection
of the Lord Jesus
Christ.Financial
andprayerful
support is needed
to undergirdWordof
Life in this effort.

Stephen
Albachtenandhisteamof
produce
12professionals
upto 1,200
pieces
of artworkeachyear.Thisinvolvc initialdesignconcepts,
typesetpasteup,
ting, photography,
and a
varietyofotherspecializd
skillsand
technical
commerical
equipment.
The variousfinishd products
rangefroma simplereplyformor certificate,whichmaytakeonlyanhour
to complete,
to the?0-page
Flndarnen,
talistlutnvl which takes160manproduces
hours.CreativeServices
hundredsof brochuresfor the
ministry,
television
muralbackdrops,
directmail packages,
and gift offer
arnvork-alldesigndto bea suppon
serviceto the outreachof this
ministry.Thce in houseprofasionals
thousands
ofdollars
save
theministry
a yearin outsidejobbingcosts.

Calendar
Update
Mav
t)
&nior Saintluuit Old &.leinVilhge,
Vinston-Salan,
NorthCcrolina
|S.Jurc
19
SMITEteamminiltersin Bradl
261uly9
SMITEteamministasin Ammun
Sanoo

29June
22
Session
I o/ LBCSlmner$h,ool
June
10.23
Lynchburg
ChristianAcademy
and
hundreds
ofyoungpeople
frommany SmiorHghOutreuhtuns minuter
in Pennsyluanta
andNewlerwl
areapublicschools.
11.15
Everyoneenjoyedthe exciting
anl Buketball
Canps
ridesandactivities
at King'sDomin- LBCSoccer
ion, but this youth outing had 1 5
Dr.Falwell
spttlcaMay's prayu
another purpose-to presentthe
gospelto the hundredsof unsaved bruklast,fukimue,Malland
teensinvited bv their Christian 16.23
Hrgh"LightCmqary"
friends.DaveAdams,senioryouth Jnnior
ministus
oJmg
Ear Coasr
pastoratThomasRoad,reportdthat
)d
187teensrecived Christ as their
Tlnrnas
Rwt &prirrChrcht28th
Saviour
on thetrip andhundreds
of
Annivawtl
Christianyoungpeoplewerechallengedto committheir livesto the
Lordin a greater
way.
FUNDAMENTAUST
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[-Trecsrues
fromthelbx
I

by Riclwrd D

Christiqn Pcrtience
ne of the most difficult areasof the Christian life is
The second word, although used of God's patience (Rom.
patience,The motto on my note pad reads:"Lord give
15:5),takesthe believerinto the arenaof life'scontinuing trials.
me patience-do it nowl" Being impatient with
By this aspectof man's patience,"endurance]'the believer can
ourselves,with others,with circumstances,
and, yes,with God
stand fast in aftlictionsand trials (2 Cor. 6:4; 2 Thess.1:4),beHimself is easy.The constantly changing conditions of life test
ing assuredthat "tribulation worketh patience"(Rom. 5:3).lnour patience.Yet genuine patience is presentedin the Scrip- deed,this kind of patiencetestshis faith (James1:3)and protures as integral to the Christian life.
duceshope (Rom.5:3-4),joy (Col. 1:11),and God's commendaThere are severalwords dealing with patience in the New
tion (1 Peter 2:19-20).If we would occupy positions of leaderGstament. Two of them are makrothumia"longsuffering" and
ship for Christ, we must developpatience(1 Tim. 6:11).If we
Iqpomone"endurancel'The first is perhapsthe key to the whole
would perseverein our Christian life, we need to be patient
seriesof words regardingpatiencefor it beginswith the character (Heb. 10:32-39).
If we would reignwith Christ, we must be patient
(2 Tim. 2:12),
of God. BecauseGod is "longsufferingl' He bore with a world
of total spiritualbankruptcy in the daysof Noah (1 Peter3:20).
God is not only patient; God is love (1John 4:8).Not surprisSimilarly, He yet delaysthe Great Day of Judgmentso asto proingly, Christians arechargedto love one another (1 John 4:7-12).
long the day of salvation(2 Peter3:15).Indeed,God's patience They are reminded that true Christian love is characterizedby
ought to bring men to repentance(Rom. 2:4; 9:27-24).
both longsuffering (1 Cor. l3:4) and endurance in all things
BecauseGod is patient, believersought also to be patient (1 Cor. l3:7).
(cf. Matt. l8:Zl-35). Moreover, the Christian has a sourceof aid
"Put on therefore,as the elect of God, holy and bein being "longsufferingj'for it is a fruit of the Spirit (CaL 5:22).
loved,bowelsof mercies,kindness,humblenessof mind,
Not only the Christian minister (2 Cor. 6:6),who most assuredly
meekness,longsuffering;forbearing one another, and
must developthis trait (1 Tim. 1:16),but everyChristian should
forgiving one another, if any man have a quarrel against
be markedby godly patiencetoward all (1 Thess.5:14).Patience
any: even asChrist forgaveyou, so alsodo ye. And above
makesus worthy to walk in our calling(Eph.4:2; Col. 3:12)and
all these things put on charity, which is the bond of
helps reproducethe sameperformanceof faith in other believers
perfectness"(Col. 3:12-14).
(Heb. 6:11-12).

e" qal.f
Mom and Dal you meanso muchto me
More than you coull eler see
lJour lotefor ne I can't beliete
More than I shoull eler receile
From the hrl you ilere sent
lJour lae Jor me tas neterbent
lour time you share)
Because
you cared
Mom anl Da), I lote you

#a"

and hin)
Uou treatil me so sr4eet
Shontl me morelote than I coul) erer.find

yourteretheie / ((
JhroughtimesoJtrouble,
Ahar1sto shoilmelotingcare
/' , )r
Neterilas I forsahen
But Jw grante)you ileretahen
More than you coul) eler see
Jhat is ilhat you meanto me
Mom an) Dil, I lae you

l:y ChrinyHin)son
(ase11)
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Where Is GARBCHecrded?
b E ic E. Visin

tt'Wi:hii*#
dent and international rcpresentative of
the Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism, once rcmarked concerning
the determination of the General Associa.
tion of RegularBapCrstChurches to maintain doctrinal purity and spiritual integrity. Stowell, who for 10 years(l%9-1979)
served as national representative of this
1,600-church fellowship of Fundamentalist Baptist churches, was, according to
Merle Hull, reacting to the realization that
sooner or later most sound gospel

Eric E. Wiggin is a
writn frun
free-Iance
Rockland,Maine.

movements drift into apostasy. The
GARBC was begun in 1932, largely as a
result of a deparnrre from the faith by the
leadersof the Northern (now American)
Baptist Convention. Most of the associatiorfs early leadershad tried to purifr the
Northern Convention nearly a decade
earlier, with the formation of the Baptist
Bible Union, which has since dissolved.
The associationbeganwith 22 churches
ard b 1%0 the GARBC was experiencing significantgrowth. That decadethe
number of mernberchurchesincreasedfrorn
887 to 1J61.Today,the GARBC has 1,593
in ie Gllounhip
c.hunctres
Regular Baptist churches are ffrst indcpardmt local churches, autonomous
bodies that can choosethose with whom
they fellowship. They can withdraw for
any reason or for no reason. Joining,
though, is a processrcquiring application
and a recognition council.

The GARBC's publishing house,
Regular Baptist Press,serves5,600 Baptist
and independent congregations in the
United States and Canada, supplying
Sunday school literature for use by more
than 650,000 youngsters and adults. lts
sound, separatist,well-preparedliterature
is a useful tool to hundrcds of churches
as they help build Christ-centered local
assemblies.
The associatiorfs nine apgoved collegesand seminaries enrolled more than
4,800 students last year, many of them
ftom nonCARBC churches.'Iirenty-nine
full-time and 50 part-time GARBC
chaplains serve the U.S. armed senrices.
Accondingto a home office annual r€port,
3,550 children and other needy were
served in GARBC-related social agencies
during the past year.Finally, every country on earth open to Christian workers
is served by GARBC-affiliated mission
FUNDAMENTAUST
JOURNAI

boards supporting 1,828missionaries.
Several of these mission boards are
older than the GARBC, and they are all
independent Baptist faith missions and
accept candidates from any fundamental
Baptist church in agreement with their
doctrinal position. They also receivesupport from nonCARBC Baptist and independent fundamental churches. They
are not controlled by the GARBC,
though the majority of the er<ecutives
and
boards of directors of each mission
organization are members of GARBC
churches. Rather, they are "approvedj'
and that approval can be lifted for doctrinal error or, like the fellowshiy's
churches,theseboards can withdraw ftom
GARBC affiliation without cause,as truly
independent Baptists may do
Significantly, the churches these missions plant iequently do not choose to
join the GARBC-or
it may be years
before they join-though their pastors
and planters might be ministers ondained
by GARBC churches. Hence, the
GARBC is continually birthing children,
bearing fruit that often does not appear
in growth statistics.
David Dunkin, candidate secretaryfor
the Rllowship of Baptistsfor Home Missions, told that his mission board has
some 100 couples presently in churchplanting ministries in the United States.
The FBHM has planted about 400
churchessince its inception in 1942,and

about 8 of its works becameindependent
last year. Eight churches that had been
FBHM mission works were received into
GARBC fellowship at the Niagara Falls
conference. Dunkin pointed out that
some of these had been independent for
several years; conversely, not all those 8
reaching independent status in the last 12
months joined the GARBC.

So ru chfruitisstill
on the qtine,

"It takes an averageof 4 to 5 yearsand
an expenditure of about $250,000to start
a new churchi'Dunkin explained.At today's prices, the 400 churches begun by
FBHM workers over the past 40 years
would cost about $100 million to
establish.Dunkin sayshis board's work
is up about one-third from 5 or 6 years
agq so much fruit is still on the vine.
Stowell, like Dunkin, saysthat his mission's church-planting activity in the
United States has been stepped up
lately. ABWE and BMM, the two largest
GARBC affiliate boards, have both increasedtheir United States'work in re-

cent years. For instance, the ABWE,
though founded in 1927,entered the U.S.
church-planting field as recently as 1976.
It currently has 10 couples working in 6
states,and 2 of its churches have reached
independence.
Baptist Mid-Missions wasfounded in
1920,a dozen yearsbefore the GARBC
began. It entered the U.S. field in 1937.
Sixty-six couples in 29 states now work
to bring new churches to independent
status.Of 7 BMM churchesreaching independence last year, 5 joined the
GARBC.
In all, nearly 300 infant churchesare
in mission work status under GARBCaffiliate boards in the United States. Additionally there are branch churches of
local GARBC congregations, and works
in both English and French Canada
under Baptist Mid-Missions auspices.
David E. Smith, executive director of
Galilean Baptist Mission, reports that 34
new churchesare under lvay by his boand,
primarily in 5 states in the upper
Midwest. More than 50 churches have
been brought to independence since
GBM beganin 1952,5 of these in the past
year. "None of these 5 are ready for
GARBC recognition yetl' commented
Smith, observingthat his works, in Baptist tradition, are independent. Through
these mission projects the associationis
set for some real growth in the next
D
decade.
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BF't4 BringsTogetherLargest
Gatheringof Fundamentalists
Ever
Baptist Fundamentalism '84 drew
nearly capacity crowds to the three-day
conferencein Vashington, D.C. Nineteen pastorschallengedthe crowds to affect the world for the causeof Christ and
to cherish their religious heritage and
freedom.
Highlighting the event were the
addressesby Vice President Bush and
President Reagan. Bush reminded the
delegatesof their religious heritage of
political involvement. "Fundamentalists
were among the guardiansof the principlesof the American pluralistic union."
Regardingprayer in schoolshe said, "l
cannot believethat the Founding Fathers
intended that the Constitution prohibit
children from opening their school with
voluntary prayer."
Bush said, "l believeAmerica is still
good and true and really full of hope."
those goals, beginning with \ilendell
Asking, "Can liberties of a nation be
Zimmerman who challenged pastors to
securewhen we have removed a convic"Never compromise.Preachthe inerrant,
tion that these liberties are the gift of
infallible \7ord of the living God."
God?" Bush encouragedthe convention
Truman Dollar remindedthe opening
to get involved in the political process. night audience that in the sixties and
The Presidentopenedby saying,"lt's
seventiesFundamentalismhad been left
a real pleasureto be with so many who
behind regardingthe issuesof human
firmly believe the answersto the world's
rights and emphasizedthat this must not
problems can be found in the \ford of
be true in the eighties.
God." On a more sombertone the Presi.
Other speakersincluded Clyde Box,
dent readfrom a rabbi'sdiary, recording Tom \ilallace, John \ilhite, Bob Gray,
the events that followed the terrorist at.
A.V. Henderson, Bruce Cummons,
tack on the Marine barracksin I-ebanon.
Frank Johnson,J. Don Jennings,Joseph
The passagefocused on Americals
Brown, David Jeremiah, Herman
religious freedom asthe rabbi wrote that
Frankland, Dan Gelatt, Jack Baskin,
in a land torn by war, at least in part
Raymond Barber, Edward Dobson, Ray
causedby religious conflicts, Americans
Hancock, and Jerry Falwell.
"still believed that we could be proud of
In addition to the preaching,musical
our particular religionsand yet work side- groups representing eight collegesby-side when the time came to help
TennesseeTemple University, Baptist
others and to easepain."
Bible College,Baptist Bible CollegeEast,
The goals of BF '84 were to call for
Christian Heritage College, Cedarville
a recommitment to the historic doctrines
College,Massillon Baptist College,Triniof the Christian faith, a revival of perty Baptist College, and Liberty Baptist
sonal righteousness,a reshaping of the
College-and a mammoth choir.
imageof Fundamentalism,and a reclaimIn a special salute to the President,
ing of the world for Christ.
Robbie Hiner and the Soundsof Liberty
Speakers tailored their messagesto
sang "The Red, Vhite, and Blue."
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For three vears Co-chairmen
Raymond Barber, Jerry Falwell, Dan
Gelatt, John Rawlings,and Tom Wallace,
with their staffs,worked to put together
what they called the "Event of the
Century."
A team of 20 prominent Baptist
pastorsservedon the Central Commit.
tee,and over 100pastorshelpedby serv.
ing as State Chairmen or on the Executive Council. Kansas City Baptist
Temple handled the financial arrangements while the Thomas Road
Baptist Church staff coordinated the efforts of ushers,bus drivers,technicians,
travel agencies,convention registration,
and building security.
BF '84 representedthe first attempt in
many yearsto bring together severaldifferent Fundamentalist groups. Among
those presentwere representativesof the
Baptist Bible Fellowship, the General
Associationof RegularBaptist Churches,
the \7orld Baptist Fellowship, the
Southwide Baptist Fellowship,and other
groups.
-Deborah Huff
\(/ashington,D.C.
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lVhat IDidBaptist
Fundamentalism't4Accomplish?
Baptist Fundamentalism '84 is now
history. Its agenda was simple and
straightforward,encouragingdelegatesto
hold to the fundamentals of the faith
while proclaiming the gospel of Christ.
The impact of this gathering will be felt
in Fundamentalism for years to come.
The mere fact that the convention
was held is important. Fundamentalists
by nature are skeptical of any broadly
unified effort-even among themselves.
The large attendancedenoted BF'84 as
a "smashingtt success,
This event, which was two years in
the making, was probably the most
heralded and promoted among independent Baptists in the last 40 years. The
planning itself was a major milestone in
independent Baptist history as over 150
men from four different fellowships
agreed to participate in this project.
Although the subjectscovered in the
sermons were predictable, and mostly
reaffirmationsof the fundamentalsof the
faith, preacherslike Truman Dollar and
Ed Dobson put a cutting edgeof admonition and challenge into their sermons.
While they maintained a strong emphasis
on the fundamentals of the faith, these
preachersdisplayeda new awarenessand
focus that is surfacing within the Fundamentalist movement.
In fact, the convention marked a new
era of Fundamentalism.Not many years
ago a conferenceofthis type would have
highlighted only what Fundamentalists
'84 highlighted what
were against. BF
'84 showed
Fundamentalistsare for. BF
new directioh and leadershipin addressing current issueswhile holding true to
the doctrines of the inerrancy of Scripture, the deity of Christ (including His
Virgin Birth), His bodily Resurrection,
substitutionary Atonement, and imminent return.
Covering topics like the biblical
perspectiveof human rights is an important and necessarychangeifFundamentalists are to continue to have an impact
ruNE 1984

on society, and appeal to and communicate with the most highly educated
generation of all time.
'84 was not
Although minimal, BF
without opposition. A few Fundamentalist leaderschosenot to join the original
efficrt.
In a project of this scope,involving a
tremendousamount of advanceplanning
and including preachers of various
fellowships,key Fundamentalistswho do
not involve themselvesin the leadership,
and do not attend, make a statementby
their absence.Those who chose not to
participatein BaptistFundamentalism'84
made just as strong a statement as those
who chose to participate.

To* whochose
not to participate

in BF '84made

Justes stronga
statement
as those

whodid,
'84 was a
History will show that BF
"growing pain" of change within Fundamentalism. Over the past 40 years,
Fundamentalism has been splintered
into various groups.Undoubtedly, Fundamentalism will never become one
unified group; the conference showed
that a polarization is taking place, with
militant Fundamentalismon one si& and
historic Fundamentalism on the other.
Unfortunately secondary issuesnot
related to true Fundamentalismwill continue to dMde thesegroups,making communication between the two increasingly
difficult. As evidencedat the conference,
the historic Fundamentalists are committed to improving their effectivenessin

relating the gospel of Christ to today's
culture. Hopefully the militant Fundamentalistswill not isolate themselves
to the extent that they become
ineffective.
Reportedlysomepreachersdid not attend BF'84 becausethey were afraid of
the political overtones.Although Senator
JesseHelms, Vice PresidentGeorgeBush,
and President Ronald Reagan spoke at
different sessionson the last day of the
convention. the conference was not
political in nature. Oddly enough the
Southern Baptists and the National
Association of Evangelicalsoften have
the Presidentor Vice President in their
conventions but do not consider their
meetingspolitical in nature. Moral Majority was not promoted at BF '84, and
no one was encouraged to join any
political endeavorsor to vote for any particular candidate in the upcoming
elections.
This is the first time Fundamentalists
have gone to \iilashington for a conferenceof this magnitude. Traditionally
a convention like this would have been
held in centrally located cities such as
Atlanta, Indianapolis,Detroit, Kansas
City, or Dallas. Undoubtedly, the expenseand location prevented many from
attendingBF'84. This makesthe attendance at the Washington meeting even
more significant.
Only time will tell the lasting
significanceof this April meeting,but the
delegatescan be certain that they took
part in a history-making event. Those
pastorswho daringly choseto participate
in Baptist Fundamentalism '84 are part
of a growing number of men who sincerely want to respect the diversity
among Fundamentalist brethren, but
have unity of spirit in proclaiming the
gospelof Christ. Their efforts will forge
a new path for Fundamentalism in the
future.
-Nelson Keener
'l(/ashington,
D.C.
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THE
RO
CHILDRE
RoJphutrlsa rcigl,bqrhd pednphilewlw,
whm onesed,had"50 meaboysin hrssexring.
Living in a vnall sttlwn city, lw wu dculy
a *blcJerfvr daails. On hir lww annputerlrc
reryrdedtlv set(ltaladit)itiesof 4N &ildrm,
nnsdy boy, sonregtrls.
&iA
Rnlphl<nrr.u,
tor insane, lw1vo,rrrge;t
he etn nnlzstrl, 5.26 yurl, attd the oldpst,
ageof his victims,
19.45;md eotentlw av€roBe
10.8. He rwrded theawragemanbu of xx
lds hc Wt'omvn on each child (64.48)ud
tlv nmlW of tima tlvl ejaniatrt etch dcJ.
He aLlolbted the narcs of tlwse boyswln
b"ltgrd 0ohrs "88 CJtrb"-a selpndub that
anldbe bir"d rfd afteramplningfrn diffaat vx aas.
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auiebeforefor diU nlr;/.mir.g,wasservingfiue
yearspr&aian wfun fu ma his third anest.
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I feel, tlvrelt'ore,tlurrthis prcblE" remainsin
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Judges view the sexual molesting of
children as a "nonviolent" crime, and few
offendersgo to jail. In fact, 95 percent of
convicted pedophilesin Califomia do not
go to prison.
Where do child molesters find their
children?
Most find them in their own
neighborhoods,using gifis, friendship, and
moneyto seducethe child. Many othersuse
their occupational skills asschoolteachers,
campcounselors,and the like, manipulating
of legitimate
the child from a
authority.
Somepedophiles,especiallythose living
near big cities such as New York, will visit
the video arcades and look for lonely,
homeless,and desperatectrildrenwho mig[rt
sell their bodies for a place to sleep,food,
or another round of arcades. Some
pedophile will purchasethe child from his
parents. Still others will aMuct a child for
if he murdersthe
hours,days,
victim.
According to the FBI, most pedophiles
operate within their own neighborhoods.
Police refer to this operation as a solosex
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BING
INNOCENCE
OF
VICI]MSOF SEXUAL
ABUSE
ring. And though mo6t sex rings average3
to l1 children, the pedophile may have
abusedhundrcdsof dil&en duouglrout the
ring'sterrure--eomeasycurg asnusery age.
The pedophileis generallywell [ked by
rdghbors. FIe purpcftlly bdierds couples
with young children, and may even wait
yearsfor the c}rild to reach the desiredage.
Typically, the child is neither raped nor
forced into sex acts, but rather seduced
th-"gh aftction, money, gmd times, and
approval.
The FBI reported in a recent &tllain:
"The [pedophiles]know how to usebribes,
aftention, afiection, adult authority, and
even threats to establishcontinued access
to, and ongoingrelationshipswitl, dlildr€ri.
They know the'in' games-toy$, television
shows,and movies.. . .Th.y are willing to
spend all the time it akes to seducethe
child."
lOrrc techniqueused,"the FBI rcported,
"was posting a notice on a store bulletin
board requesting girls to help with the
housework."
Many pedophiles subscribe to
undetground publications. Such publications as. Lwt for Children and Chill
Discipline, tell pedophiles how to avoid
prosecution,how to receivesexualpleasure
frorn beatingdrildren, how to volunteerfor
drildren's progranrs, and that a child's
scr€alnswhile being abusedare actuallycries
of socual pleazure.
The FBI estimates thpt child
pomography-all unde4round and all
illegal+amed $500 million last year. One
publication, llherc tlvYc/,atgon5 Are, sold
70,000copiesat $5 eac-hduring a l3-month
period More it was seizedby police. The
magazinelisted 378 placesin 54 cities and
34 stateswhere a child could be found.
When neiglrborhood pedophilesbegin
trading photographs, letters, experiences,
video and audio tapes, and children with
other ofienders,they become "transitional
ser<rings."
One incest pedophile, who operated
within a transitionalser<ring, noted in a letter what may be the youngest child ever
molested-a one-weekold daughter on
whom he performed cunnilingus. He continued to socuallymolestthe child until he
ruNE i984

was app'rehendedwhen shewaseight yean
old.
A recent FBI studv found that more
than one-halfof the 40 pdophiles they investigated used their occupations as a
major access to children. Using their
legitimate roles as authority figures to
manipulate and control the children, the
pdophila induded teachers,a city health
physician,an engineer,a schoolbus &iver,
a camp counselor, a photographer, o gm
station owner, and scout leaders.
Gary Hewitt, er<ecutive
director for the
Gnter for Missing Children, roughly
estimatesthat 6,000 drildren each year are
aMucted by strangers.Some children are
killd, others spend several years as
psychologicalard sexoalprisonenof the al>
ducter, moot are retumed within hours and
never reportd missing.
Hewitt said, "Kids may be sercually
abused,abductedfor an hour, two hours,
four hours, and then droe'pd off in cases
that never get reportd. k happensall the
time."
As an o<ample,Hewitt noted, "I just
worked on a casehere in Rochester.New
York, and a youngster,who was zufiering
from preoccupation,said, 'I didnt t ll rny
mom and dad this summerI had sexwith
a man for two hours. My bathing zuit was
taken off. Thesepeopledid this to me.'He
was having diffi..rky concentrating. Well
thadswhy. Thesepeoplesaidurc'llhurt you,
we'll kill you if you tell somebody."
Th""gh many chil&en are "safely"
retumed after a few hours, still others are
murdered by the "sadistic'killer. The FBI
noted that a major causeof death for mise
ing children is rectal hemorrhage.
Th""gh "a lot of children tum up
dead," Hewitt said, many other children
become the so<ual prisoners of the al>
ductor for severalyears.After reaching a
certrin age,however,the abductorcasnthe
child on the street in favor of a younger
victim. Most often the dirarded drild-who
has been told by the aMuctor that his
parentsdo not want hirn-will be afraid to
retum home and will become a street
urchin or prostitute.
In fact, child prostitution servesas a
deterrentto abductioruin somelargercities.

Gary Hewin rrotd, "ln New York
City &ild proetitution is so high. . . in fact,
when somebodywan6 to have ser<with a
child, they go down to the arcadesin New
York, pick their kid up and have so<,
photographtheir child or whatever,and let
the kid go.
uYou
dont have to aMuct them. You
film them, you pay them, and let them go.
We call it psychologicalabduction. There
are parents who will let their children be
filrnd in pomography. That's a fact."
Accordir€ to the FBI, pdryhilia activity
is more difficult to investigatethan New
York's ncqious crime families.Undercover
agents,at least,can inffltrate the Mafia, but
no agent wants to go incognito as a
pedophile--especially
sincemost pdophila
are practicing homosexuals.
In addition, law enforcement agencies
sufferfrom jurisdictional problems.A child
abducted in one state-wherc it receives
high police prio,rity<an be acoss country
in another statewithin a few hours-where
it receiveslittle, if any, police attention.
Police departmentsalso lack ocpertise,experience, or a willingness to ferret out
pedophiles.Virrually all law enforcement
agencieswait until a child complairn before
@iffring an investigation.
But due to fear, guilt, or attachment,
only a few children complain. And even
fewer testify againsttheir molester. Oftentimesthe parentsred.reto let their children
testify. At othet times, the child has
developed zuch a strong bond with the
offender that he does not want the
p.dophil. punished.
Nevertheless, FBI lnspector Seth
Goldstdn hasrcerimandedlaw enftncement
agenciesfor their lethargic attitude toward
investigatingse>cuallyabusedchildren.
uAs early x 1977,"
Goldstein said, "expere have been crying for law enforcement
to do more than it does to eradicatethe
problem. The ocperts have exposed the
problem, baring its tme magnitude and
threat. To ignore it any longer would be
unethical and a denial of all that law
enforcementis swom to carr\r out.tt
-Mntin Mawler
Lychhng, Virginio
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GhurchSchoolsSettleDebate
LINCOLN, Neb.-The seven-year
battle berweenstateofficialsand 14 unapproved church schoolsmay be over.
Under provisions of a new law, unapproved church schoolsmay avoid state
licensure by agreeing to have their
teachersevaluatedfor competency,their
studentstested,and their schoolsvisited
by state officials.
"lt's not a total victory, but it's going
to help," said assistant pastor Bob
'!ilinebarger
of Bible Baptist Church in
Lincoln. "We feel like the Lord did
answerprayer."
The unapprovedchurch schoolshad
objected to state approval for religious
reasons.Church officialssaidit would be
a violation of Scripture to ask "Caesar"possibly unbelievers-for permissionto
operate a church school ministry that
God commandedthem to begin.
The new law, Vinebarger said, does
not violate their religious faith because
stateofficialsmust acceptthe information
about their schools through parent
representatives, rather than church
officials.
\ilinebarger agreedthat the statedoes
have an interest in education but that
interest is only betweenstateand parent,
not between state and church.
The pastor added that unlike former
procedures,the statecannot shut down
their school simply becauseit failed to
seek approval.

"\7e Glt that was an accomplishment
becauseif they'regoingto try to closeus
they have to make specificallegations.It
just can't be that we're not certifiedor
not approved."
Furthermore, when evaluating the
church school, state officialsmust consider the school'sentire operation.
"ln other words they can't just come
in and say that this teacheris no good
so close the school. Or this student
flunked the test so closethe school."

Thunder
continucd from page 45

were, it would expressitself in prayer and
praise and in all those forms of sympathy
with God. There must be supremelove
to God whereverthere is tme piety. There
will be true love to man wherever there
is real love to God.
Let me ask those who professto be
religious,who professto be born of God,
Is your religion a thing which can be
known? Or are you hiding somewhere
behind some refugeof lies! Have you hidden behind that deacon?Have you got

There are many infidels who are
amiable in their daily life, and are honest
towand their fellowmen, and are what are
called good neighbors, good husbands,
good wives-persons who may be
depended on in worldly matters. These
things are all needful in a certain sense:
but in all this there is no virtue; there is
not a particle of piety in it. For if there
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noto total

victory,but it's going

to help,"
'Winebarger
speculatesthat the state
will drop its lawsuits againsthis church
school, Parkwest Christian, which had
been ordered to close last fall.
"The state really has no grounds to
prosecute anymore. The law has been
changed.We've met the requirementsof
the law, so they can't prosecute.But
that's just our opinion. Yet we can't see
how they could continue to prosecute

when we've met the requirementsof the
law," he said.
Earlier this year the state supreme
court, in a surprise victory for Parkwest
Christian, agreedto considerwhether the
church schoolshould be given a hearing
to determineif the state'sapprovallaws
were constitutional.
"'We'rereally very happy the lawsuit
may be dropped," \Tinebargersaid."Yet,
at the sametime. we realizethe cleanest
victory would have been through the
courts."
\Winebargerhas only one problem
with the law-it allowsthe commissioner
of educationto make further rules and
regulationsfor the church schools to
follow. Conceivably, the commissioner
could produce a regulation that the
church schools could not conscientiously follow.
But Winebarger said the state
legislature promised to monitor the
education department to keep it from
abusingthe intent of the law.
The lengthy battle has been an
emotional,financial,and physicalstrain,
\Tinebargersaid. But he added, "\(/e're
looking forward to going back to do
God's work at the church."
-Martin Mawyer
Lincoln, Nebraska

behind your minister? Don't hide
yourselvesanywhere! Put no false standard before you. Set no standard but
Christ before you! Be satisfiedwith no
religion that is not the life of your souls.
Fleeawayftom every sourceof error, every
refugeof lies, and tmst only in that which
will mold your character, sancti& your
life, and make you blessedforever. D
m Impa'wt
Matm:
Scleazd hffi tte
Adapted ftom &m
Finng &dpit, by C.G. Finncy. Published by Jamcs Paul, london.
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Sclvcrtion Army Reluses
to Hire Homosexuqls

NE\f YORK-Rather than hire
homosexuals,the Salvation Armv of
Greater New York will not renew its
$4.1 million contract with the citv.
The Army provides day care and
other servicesto 1,100 New Yorkers,
from the very young to the very old.
Mayor Koch told the Salvation
Army that its contract would not be
reneweduntil it complied with Executive
Order 50 which requires organizations
receiving city funds to adopt an unbiasedhiring policy toward homosexuals.
Koch wrote Lieutenant Colonel
\Tallace C. Conrath, divisional commander of the Salvation Army, "The
city has high regard for the work of the
SalvationArmy, but there can be no exceptionsto ExecutiveOrder 50."
Though the Salvation Army has contracted with the city for 40 years,Colonel
Conrath rejectedthe mayor's offer.
He said, "The Salvation Army has
been establishedto provide humanitarian
servicesconsistent with the values and
goalsof the Christian Faith." He added
that the Army views the Bible as strictlv
forbidding homosexualiry.
"lf the mayor had chosen ro prorect
atheistswe would have had the sameprob
lem," Conrath added.

Governor's "Duty to Die" euote
Rouses Public

DENVER-Last
fall Governor
Richard Lamm commented on the costs
of educating the mentally retarded: ,,\7e
must ask ourselves-in a world of limited
resources-does it make senseto spend
ruNE 1984

'educating'
a child to roll
$10,000a year
over?"
This spring Governor Lamm commented on the costs of keeping the
elderly alive: "You've got a duty to die
and get out of the way. Let the other
society,our kids, build a reasonablelife."
The three.term democratic governor
said he believedthe medical coststhat
allowed the terminally ill to live longer
are ruining the nation'seconomichealth.
He said,"l'd take the money we could
savein reformingthe health caresystem
and put it into . . . restoringAmerica,sindustrial engine and in the educational
system."
"Do you want to retool American industry? Do you want to improve education?" Governor Lamm asked,indicating
that the elderly are preventing economiand educationalgrowth. "\7here is the
Jnoney for that goingl lt's going into
health care costs that are rising
trvo
"t
and a half times the rate of inflation."
Lamm said, "I think this countrv is
undercutting its economichealth with its
health care costs."
Governor Lamm wascriticizedfor the
callousnessof his statements,in placing
a dollar value on human life.

Twenty-threeother stateshave similar
moment of silencelaws. Lower courts in
three states-New Jersey,New Mexico, and
Tennessee--haveruled againstsilent prayer
laws. But an appellate court in
Massachusertsupheld a moment of silence
as constirutionalin 1976.
The Alabama caseoriginated when
IshmaelJaftee, an agnosric,objected to
religious practices in his children's
classrooms
in the Mobile public schools.
The llth Circuit Court of Appeals
sided with Jaftee and struck down the
law as an unconstitutional"advancement
of religiousactivities."
The ReaganAdministration, in their
effort to get the SupremeCourt to overturn the Alabama case,has entered a
legal brief in favor of silent prayer:
"To hold that the moment of silence
is unconstitutionalis to insist that any
opporrunityfor religiouspractice,evenin
unspokenthoughtsof schoolchildren,be
extirpatedfrom the public sphere.',
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Supreme Corrrt Will Hecn
Silent Prcyer Ccse

WASHINGION-:Ihe
U.S. Supreme
Court, which has never ruled on the issue
of silent prayer, has agreed to decide
whether public schools may permit a
moment of silencefor students wishing
to pray.
The high Court is expected ro hear
oral argumentsnext winter regardingan
Alabama law that permits teacheri to
open the first class of each dav with a
"period of silence,"up to one minute, ,,for
meditation and voluntary prayer."
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For YourInformation

Prcsident Reagan

Jerry Falwell

Recgcrn, Fclwell Top
Most Adntred ttst
Each year C-onsavativeDigest, Washington's leading conservative magazine,
asksits readersto name the conservatives
they admire most among-members of
Congress, men not in Congress, and
women not in Congress.
This year's results are in and President
Ronald Reagan was given top honors
for conservative man not in Congress.
Jerry Falwell placed second as the mosr
admired conservative man not in Congress.The most admired woman not in
Congresswas Phyllis Schlafly. And the
most admired member of Congresswas
SenatorJesseHelms (R.-N.C.).

Quinn said the church's willful intention to inflict emotional distresswas an
invasionofprivacy that "shattered"her
whole world. The jury agreed.
Church elders, however, said they
were only obeying the Scripture'scommandment for disciplining unrepentant
memDers.
Matthew 18:15-17reads: "Moreover
if thy brother shalltrespassagainstthee,
go and tell him his fault betweenthee and
him alone:If he shall hear thee,thou hast
gained thy brother. . .. And if he shall
neglect to hear them, tell it unto the
church: But if he neglect to hear the
church, Iet him be unto thee as an
heathen man and a publican."
TV Guide, which gave Quinn their
"congratulations,"said Quinn has been
approachedby 10 televisionand movie
producersseekingthe rights to her story.
Apparently what cannot be told to a
1l0-membercongregationcan be broadcast by television into the homes of
millions.

Mrs. Lakin

Wtves ol Rlce cnd laktn
Accept Awcrds Honorlng
Husbqnds
At Baptist Fundamentalism '84
Mrs. John R. Rice and Mrs. B. R. Lakin
were presented plaques honoring their
husbandsposthumously as "Fundamentalist of the Century." The awards were
given to the men in recognition of their
contribution to Fundamentalism. The
plaques were presented during the
closing session of the three-day conference in a ceremony that included
videotapesof the men preaching.
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Womcn Wins $39O,OOOLcrwsult
against Church
TULSA, Okla.-A jury has awarded
$390,000 to Marian Quinn for the
distressshe sufferedwhen the Church of
Christ in Collinsville disfellowshipped
her
becauseshe refused to repent from the
"sin of fornication."
Quinn admitted to fornicating with
former Collinsville mayor Pat Sharp.
Neverthelessshe said church eldershad
no right to "stick their nose" in her
private businessand criticizeher before
the congregation.

Mrs. Rice

More than 13,000 Christianschoolsnow
use thesehigh qualitymaterialsthat help
producegrowingschools.
Write for free catalog.
Box 18000, Station FJ-B
Pensacola, Florida 32523

A Beka Book Publications

Nursewith master'sdegree(or
bachelor'sdegreeand willing
to work toward master's de,
gree) is needed to teach in a
four-year baccalaureate program. Contact Director of Personnel.

Pensacola
Christian College
Box 18000,Station FJ,
Pensacola, FL 32523
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From North to South

people.Church-supported schoolsare another evidenceof this
trend as parents want more control over their children's
education.
From Representative
Democracy

Democracy

to

Participatory

Description: There is an increasingdesireon the part of
people to be involved in any decision-makingprocessthat a0
fects their lives. "Citizens, workers,and consumersare demanding and getting a greatervoice in government,business,and the
marketplace"(p.159).From California'sProposition 13to the rise
of the Moral Majority, people are demanding that their voices
be heard. Participation in the processis the new trend and it
extends to the family, the marriage,the job, and the community. The leadersof tomorrow will be the facilitators, not the
order givers.
Application: The church must respondby being more sensitive to individual needs.Peoplewant to be heard and we must
take the time to listen if we are to really help. Traditionally,Fundamentalist churches have been governed by strong pastoral
leadership. \ilhile strong leadership needs to be maintained,
pastors must work harder at involving their church members
in decision making.
If tomorrow's leaderswill be facilitators,then it is imperative
that they havegood communicativeand interpersonalskills.The
teaching of these skills from a biblical perspecriveshould be a
vital ingredient in the training of tomorrow's pastors.
From Hierarchies

to Networking

Description: The hierarchicalorganizationalchart hasbeen
the traditional structure of business, government, and the
church. This chain of command is now being replacedwith a
new model callednetworking. "Networks exist to fosterself-help,
to exchangeinformation, to changesociety,to improve productivity and work life, and to shareresources"(p.192).

Trrc is an inuewingdesire
on

the partof peopleto be involved
in ony decisionmakingprocessthat
affectstheir lives.
Application: \7hile Fundamentalistsare characterizedby
independence from a governing body, networking will allow
greater participation on issuesof concern. Christians need to
practicenerworking around causessuch as abortion and religious
freedom in order to affect the political process.Becauseof the
fellowship and committees within a church, networking has
always been present. It will become a more dominant way of
carrying out the businessof the church and may become an
even more effectivemeans for personal evangelismoutside the
church.
JUNE1984

Description: The 1980Census Bureau statisticsrevealed
a massiveshift in population,wealth, and economicactiviry from
the North to the Sputh (pp.207-208).
The industrial citiesof the
North were adverselyaffectedby these shifts.
Application: These population shifts should be reflected
in strategiesfor church planting. Naisbitt recommendsthat those
who remain in the North must change or adapt to the new
economic realities.The churches in those areasmay have to

Trourh

theself.helpprograms

peoplereclaimcontrol
of their own destinies.
adapt as well. There will be fewer resourcesand people and increaseddemandsto minister to the unemployed.However,this
adversity may be the catalyst to stir a renewedinterest in the
gospel.
From Either/Or

to Multiple Option
'We
Description:
are living in a society that prefersmultiple options rather than "either/or" alternatives. For example,
there are "752 dlfferent models of cars and trucks sold in the
United States-and that's not counting the choiceof colorsthey
come in" (p.232).As a society,we are moving away from the
melting pot concept to a culture of ethnic and social diversity.
Application: In large urban centers where there is racial
and ethnic diversity, the church must adapt to reach each of
thesediversegroups.This may necessitatemultiple worship services designedto maintain some degreeof ethnic distinctive.
As for Bible instruction, some churchesare alreadyoffering
multiple options to their congregations-eveningBible institutes,
midweekcell groups,and multiple morning worship services.
Tough Times but Fantastic Times
'We
are living in turbulent times. The emergingwave of the
new information age is forcing changesin every dimension of
society. During the transition in the mid 1700s from an
agricultural society to an industrial society, America experienced the Great Awakening. Ve now find ourselvesin transition between an Industrial Society and an Information Society
and in greaterneedthan everbeforeof a genuinereligiousrevival.
Naisbitt statesthat "the revival of religion in America will continue, I think, for as long as we remain in a transitional era
becauseofthe need for structure during times ofgreat change"
(p.240).
life have before us an open door of opportunity. We cannot
ignore the emergingtrends around us. Naisbitt concludes his
book with the statement,"\Uhat a fantastic time to be alive!"
(p.252).These are dayswhen the church must claim the promise of Christ, "Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth
on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greaterworks
than theseshallhe do; becauseI go unto my Father"(John 14:12).
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RevivalMeans
},H:tr
TJxf':;iir,#'"'
Change
ichard Owen Roberts, in his book Revir.,al,said that
"reviual and changeare almost synonymous terms."
Change is basic to revival. Another author once
wrote that "the world is hungry for genuinely changed people." Revival that resultsin changedlives is the greatestpossible testimony to the power of the gospel.
However difficult, change is necessaryin every area of life.
'When
our clothes, conveniences,accessories,
and utensilswear
out, we have to replacethem. \ilhen our methods of business
become ineffective. we find better methods. The same is
necessaryfor the ministries of the church.
Doctrines are sacred;methods are not. Maintaining doctrinal purity is essential,but maintaining antiquatedmethods
and forms is foolish. There is nothing sacredabout flannelgraph
boards or overheadprojectors.Rememberthat in the early days
of radio and television, many Christians opposed their use to
communicate the gospel.Yet, who among us today has not
enjoyed this remarkable method of ministry?
Failure to changemethods can result in grossineffectiveness
in meeting the needsof people.Our resistanceto changereflects
the makeup of our old sin nature-strong-willed, self-centered
and insensitive.We want the world to revolve around us, cater.
ing to-not threatening-our desires.
But the whole purpose of God's Word in our lives is to
perfect us through change-"Ye must be born again;" "Grow
in graceand in the knowledgeofour Lord and SaviourJesus
Christ;" "Look not every man on his own things, but every
man also on the things of othersl" "Be not conformed . . . but
be ye transformed." How important it is.to be truly born of
God and filled continually with the Holy Spirit in onderto prop
erly make changesin our lives.
Change is difficult becausewe have a wrong conceptof what
should never change (doctrine) and what should change
(method). Too many Christians make the mistakeof confusing
the two. Even Peter struggled with this when God told him
to go to the house of the Gentile Cornelius. Peter'sresponse,
"Not so, Lord," sounds much like our responsewhen God
wants us to change something.
Peter,failing to understand the truth of God's plan to reach
this world, reacted wrongly when he was askedto go against
that which was not comfortable and traditional. This is the
continuous problem of confusing man's tradition with God's
truth.
Change itself is not as much of a problem as is our response
to change. \7e need to be loyal to the Word-not to

preferences.Paul gave wise counsel to those who were bickering in the Corinthian church. He stated his desire,that they
would learn "not to think of men abovethat which is written.
that no one of you be puffed up for one against another"
(1 Cor. 4:6).
Another difficulty with change is that even when the
changeis good, it is not alwayssmooth. We call this "growing
pains." Do you realizehow "inconvenient" it is to grow up
physicallyl New clothes,new shoes,larger sizes,braceson teeth,
and so on. How about your intellectualgrowth?The schedule
of classes,
homework, and schoolbills may seeminconvenient
at the time, but they are all good and necessaryif we are to
grow.
Changing methods alone will not automatically change
people.God wants to changeus first and foremost. Leo Tolstoy
once said, "Everybody thinks of changing humanity and

Ga is notlooking
He is
for bettermethods.
lookingfor bettermen.
nobody thinks of changing himself." God reservesthe full right
to changeour methods as he demands the full right to change
our inner lives. Inner transformation is something that only
God can accomplish. God is not looking for better methods.
He is looking for better men. Only changedpeoplecan become
God's change-agents
in society.
Peoplefear changeby nature. Change is unsettling! It shakes
loose all our comfortable patterns. It makes us face ourselves
for what we really are-complacent. Ours is a changing world,
and we have to change our methods without changing our
message.Ve have to learn how the world thinks and how it
communicates in order to help change its thinking. We have
to understand the real needsof people in order to help them.
Ultimately, the Bible is our source for change, for it is the \07ord
of God that brings real change.Studying His \Uord will reveal
that we need a new infusion of Him and not just new methods
copied from the old world. We need a revival of God that
changes lives and transcends methods.
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TV TIME BUYING

a

RADIOTIME BUYING

WORDPROCESSING
We havejustcompleteda newadditionto our
facilitywith 23 IBM SystemVI ink jet printers;
operating24 hoursper day, 6 daysa week,
enablingus to produce30,000 personalized
lettersa day. Our otherservicesincludefolding, insertingand stamping(live stampsor
metered).
Pick-upand deliveryserviceis alsoavailable
in our new Diesel-PoweredMercedes-Benz
truck.
Our modern word processingdepartment

catersto the needsof churches,other religious
organizations, politicians, lobbying groups,
banks, insurancecompanies and a myriad of
others.

TV & RADIO TIME BUYERS
purchases
television
SamK. PateAssociates
and radio time for over 35 religiousorganizations,includingOld Time GospelHour.
Let us show you how we can give you
maximumcoveragefor the leastamount of
dollars.
Contactour ot't'ice
t'or aduertisingin thismagazine.

INC,
ASSOCIATTS.
(804)237-2903
24502. TELEPHONE
VIRGINIA
P. O. BOX4s15. LYNCHBURG,
Our new offices opening in spring 1984 in Atlanta, Knoxville & Chattanooga
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LIBERTY BAPTIST COLLEGE,Dept.CL301,Lynchburg,VA 24506
Call Toll Free:1.800.446.5000Ext. 301
Financial Aid infomation availableon request. Applicants for admissionare consideredwithout regardto sex, race, national origin, or handicap.

